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for the Skylab 1/2 Experiments and Operation 







The Experiment and Operations (EXOP) Scheduling Procedure Program
is a man-machine interactive event scheduling system programmed and running
on the Univac 1107. A Sanders Model 720 Communicator provides the desired
man-machine interface.
In order to evaluate ESP in a "real world" environment, an effort was
initiated to define and schedule those EXOP's planned for operation on
the Skylab 1/2 mission. The purpose of this report is to outline the
development of the Skylab crew activities schedule and to present the results
of the ESP evaluation effort based on this schedule development.
DISCUSSION
This report represents part of the total effort being made to thoroughly
evaluate the ESP program. The approach used for this study was to define
and schedule experiments and operations for the Skylab 1/2 mission (SL 1/2)
and evaluate the results. The ESP-produced schedule of crew activities for
Skylab 1/2 is presented and discussed, and the a.isociaLed procedures that
were necessary to achieve this schedule are cJitl-utd. The present capabilities





of the ESP program are then evaluated in light of the development of this
realistic schedule.
Development of Schedule
The initial, and most laborious, step in the development of this
experiment and operations schedule was to compile the most up-to-date
Skylab experiment data available and condense it for use in ESP. Detailed
authoritative information concerning the individual experiment requirements
were found in the respective Experiment Requirements Documents (ERD) for
the medical, corollary, and Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) experiments.
Operational requirements are summarized in the Mission Requirements Document
(MRD) (Reference 2). Additional planning requirements were found in
Sections 3, 4, and 9 of the Baseline Reference Mission (BRM) (Reference
3). Experiments and operations assigned to the Skylab 2 mission that were
considered in this study are listed in Table I and are described
in detail in Appendix A. The experiment data has been condensed to include
only that information necessary to define an operation for scheduling,
i.e., the experiment objectives, operational procedures, planning limitations
and/or major constraints, performance (crew and time) requirements, and
pointing and control requirements. With each experiment description is a
summary print from ESP of how each experiment or operation (EXOP) was
eventually defined for the scheduler via input cards. It should be noted
that, since numerous experiment operational and performance requirements
are still TBD (to be determined), the EXOP data used to define operations
for this schedule may not reflect the latest Skylab requirements.
Before the ESP scheduler can process all the defined experiments, a
trajectory opportunity tape must be built which contains those times for
which there exist non-occulted lines of sight between the spacecraft and
the sun, moon, a given star, or a landmark. These opportunities are produced
by propagating a vehicle's state forward in time and considering the




The rise/set times contained on this tape constitute time intervals during
which activities of photographic, scientific, and ATM experiments having
particular trajectory constraints may be performed. The trajectory tape
built for this study was generated from the following Skylab state vector:
e Base GMT time (midnight prior to launch) 15 March 1972
' Time of liftoff (referenced to base GMT) 20 hr
e Time of state vector (referenced to base GMT) 40 hr 40 min
a = 22353621.8 ft (semi-major axis) g = 0.0 deg (argument of perigee)
e = 0.00 (eccentricity) h = 1.7 deg (longitude of ascending node)
i = 50.0 deg (inclination) 1 = 0.0 deg (mean anomaly)
Rise/set times were generated for a total of seven landmarks, one star
(a Arietis), and the sun and moon. Those landmarks selected included
possible landmass targets for earth resources photography, and high
latitude sites and the South Atlantic Anomaly for radiation measurements
required in certain scientific experiments. The large number of rise/set
times associated with these 10 targets prohibits the inclusion of the
trajectory generation printout in this document; information on the contents
of this tape can be obtained from the author.
Via card input, the astronaut, attitude, and equipment baselines are
specified for the 29-day Skylab mission; also, the initial supply of
non-replenishable resources is defined. The EXOP definitions (on cards)
and the trajectory opportunities (on tape) complete the input necessary
to initialize the scheduler. The following ESP program capabilities were
then utilized to build a crew activities schedule which ostensibly satisfied
all operational constraints:
e automatic scheduling
e deleting and scheduling
* deleting and rescheduling




A first attempt at the schedule was accomplished by selecting and automatically
scheduling all experiments defined in the system. For those experiments
that did not schedule initially, the cause of failure had to be determined
by executing certain route options on the scope (Reference 4) or by studying
the offline failure print at the end of the session. If the definition of
the EXOP was inaccurate (keypunch error, unrealistic temporal constraints,
etc.), the EXOP was modified on-line and rescheduled. If an EXOP was
initially constrained to occur at a certain time, but the crew or equipment
was now unavailable, the time constraint could either be relaxed and
the EXOP rescheduled, or the experiment already on the timeline could
be deleted (in part or entirely) and both EXOP's rescheduled. The schedule
was expanded as more experiments were defined and selected for scheduling.
If in the last experiments to be defined, situations arose where specified
times of the mission were needed but were already committed, experiments
already scheduled for that time were deleted before attempting to schedule
the new EXOP. As the timelines became full, the deleting, modifying and
rescheduling capabilities of the program were used more extensively to fit
all required crew activities into the schedule.
Figure 1 presents the crew activities schedule for the 29-day Skylab
1/2 mission as developed by ESP. It is to be emphasized that this schedule
does not represent a proposed flight plan for the Skylab mission. It is
acceptable only to the extent of the accuracy of the experiment data and
the program user's knowledge of operational procedures. The ESP schedule
presented in Figure 1 establishes a typical crew day, defining the duration
of the day, sleep periods, eat periods, experiment periods and systems
and housekeeping activities. Some of the criteria used to establish the
typical crew day are listed below:
o Simultaneous sleep periods of 8 hours duration
* Simultaneous eat periods of 1 hour duration, 3 per crewmen per





* Systems housekeeping of 4½ man-hours per day was assumed adequate
for workshop-related functions.
a Personal housekeeping of 1½ hours per crewman per day was assumed
adequate for crew hygienic-related functions.
* Conducting experiments as required.
Crew duty cycles were based on a 24-hour day. It should be noted that
the typical crew day was not followed for the days of launch and recovery
(Days 1 and 29, respectively).
Table II presents a summary of crew utilization for the Skylab 1/2
activities schedule depicted in Figure 1. Information includes both the
total mission time and the man-hours necessary for the performance of all
the medical, corollary, and ATM experiments. Included also is the total
uncommitted time (greater than 0.5 hour) and total unusable time (less than
0.5 hour) on the timelines. At the conclusion of the scheduling sessions,
an ESP summary baseline print of the astronaut, equipment and attitude
profiles for the 29-day mission was obtained, and is presented in Appendix
B. Another ESP summary print option was utilized to develop individual
scheduling histories of each experiment and operation on the timelines;
these histories are presented in Appendix C.
Program Evaluation
Throughout the course of development of this Skylab crew activities
schedule, the capabilities of the ESP program were tested and further
evaluation of the program was accomplished. Certain shortcomings of the
program encountered during this scheduling effort were already known
(Reference 5); modifications are presently being implemented to improve ESP
capability but were not incorporated in time for use in this study.
As Figure 1 and Appendices A, B, and C illustrate, the ESP program




All experiments and operations known to be assigned to this mission were
defined with minimum difficulty via the ESP input scheme. ESP was able
to place every defined Skylab operation on the timelines by initially using
the automatic scheduling process, and then when necessary, exercising the
delete, modify, and reschedule capabilities. All astronaut, trajectory,
equipment and attitude requirements were successfully met for each EXOP.
If a particular astronaut was not specified for an activity, the scheduler
was given all three candidate timelines to explore and assigned the task
to the one with the lightest work load. Activities having trajectory-related
constraints were placed on the timelines within the rise/set times of the
desired target. Timelines of equipment such as the ergometer, VKG vest,
and movie camera were maintained to prevent two different experiments
requiring the same equipment from scheduling simultaneously even though
the astronaut requirements were met.
When the automatic scheduling capability was exercised on the initial
group of experiments chosen for the scheduler, 16 of 19 EXOP's scheduled
successfully. Computer scheduling time has decreased to less than a minute
per EXOP on the average; presently, effort is under way to shorten this
even further. The man-machine interface via the scope aided the development
of the schedule by offering on-line modifying, deleting, and rescheduling
capability. Once the experiments were completely defined for ESP, only
a few scheduling sessions at the scope were necessary to achieve the presented
schedule. The most time-consuming operation in the schedule development
was the initial compilation and reduction of experiment data; to one already
familiar with the operational and performance requirements of these experi-.
ments, this task is very much simplified.
The ESP scheduler successfully imposed all defined operational constraints
when placing the EXOP's on the timelines. These constraints included sche-
duling EXOP's away from meal periods, heavy exercise and other EXOP's,
and scheduling within the rise/set times of celestial and earth landmark
targets when required. M092 and M093, for example, are both medical experiments




M093 is further constrained in that it can be performed no sooner than
½ hour after any severe exercise and/or experiments M092 and M131. Similarly,
a minimum of two hours must elapse after M093 or heavy exercise before
M171 may be scheduled. Trajectory constraints were varied. D008 requires
operation during a minimum of two passes through the South Atlantic Anomaly
and during a minimum of two passes outside the Anomaly at the highest north
latitude reached by the spacecraft. S190 requires photography of prescribed
land masses with the sun elevation angle greater than 30 and 20 degrees
in the summer and winter hemispheres, respectively. To satisfy this
constraint, the landmark local time option was used when searching for
acceptable rise/set times on the trajectory tape. For S020, solar photography
must be performed between 5 minutes after OA sunrise and 5 minutes before
OA sunset. Finally, the stellar astronomy operations of S019 require
performance during dark side passes only. It should be noted that these
and all other operational constraints imposed on the Skylab experiments
are summarized in the detailed EXOP descriptions of Appendix A.
Although the current prototype version of ESP is capable of developing
a realistic crew activities schedule, additional modifications are suggested
which might aid in the definition and scheduling of experiments and operations.
The on-line failure table, which displays the names of all experiments that
fail to schedule, presently has insufficient information for the user to
discern the cause of the scheduling failure. The off-line failure print
(Reference 6) that has been incorporated into the scheduling route was invalu-
able in the development of the Skylab crew activities schedule. This print
should be used as an evaluation tool to determine the type of on-line
failure print needed in an interactive scheduling system. Because of the
core limitation existent with the current prototype system, the total
number of different timelines (astronaut, trajectory, equipment, and attitude)
that can be loaded into the scheduler for any one EXOP definition is limited
to seven. This problem would automatically be alleviated if the ESP
program were to be made operable on a larger system. The capability to
reschedule a previously-deleted part of an EXOP (i.e., one activity or




it is desired to delete part of an EXOP to make room for a more important
operation, the entire EXOP must be deleted and rescheduled after the new
experiment is scheduled in order to place the entire EXOP back on the
timelines. It should be noted that, in most instances, all activities
prior to the segment of the timeline being reorganized will reschedule
in the same interval in which they were previously scheduled if no other
experiments are selected for scheduling at that time. During the process
of EXOP definition, another program deficiency was noted. An EXOP definition
is comprised of activities (time dependent entities) and activity groups
(time independent groupings of activities) as discussed in Reference 5. Problems in
EXOP definition arose where an experiment required set up, performance, and
stow (time dependent) operations, with the performance requirements of
the experiment comprised of time-independent events. For example, the
performance of S190, Multispectral Photography, requires pictures of prescribed
land mass targets which need not be taken in a specified order. This scheduling
capability could be added by modifying the logic to include an option
specifying whether or not an activity is time dependent or independent
of the other activities in the activity group.
ESP presently has a precursor option which instructs the scheduler
to schedule the start time of the first repetition of an EXOP after the
time of the last repetition of a precursor EXOP in mission time. It was
found to be desirable to have an EXOP-dependency option which would prohibit
any part of a particular EXOP from being scheduled within a given time after
any operation of another specified EXOP. This constraint was satisfied
in this study by extending the use of a major piece of equipment common to
both EXOP's for the length of time required between the two EXOP's. It
was also found that these constraints could be satisfied by selecting the
order in which specific EXOP's were called to the scheduler. Another
option presently available to the user is the ability to designate whether
an activity is required during, before, or after a specified baseline
operation (e.g., eat, sleep), and the minimum and maximum time before or
after the operation which scheduling can occur. If an EXOP is scheduled




and maximum times from the start of the operation is desirable also.
Finally, the capability of ESP can be extended by including additional
options at the activity definition level. Variable length activities would
aid in the scheduling of certain operations which might be required to fill
all uncommitted time for a particular segment of the astronaut timeline.
An input reflecting the maximum, as well as minimum, time between activities
within a group is also recommended. This constraint would simplify the
preventing of set up operations from being scheduled much earlier in the
mission than the actual performance of the experiment.
SUMMARY
Presently, the prototype ESP Scheduling System is operative on the
UNIVAC 1107 at MSC. Under this study the program has been shown capable
of generating a realistic Skylab 1/2 crew activities schedule which satisfies
all known operational constraints. The enclosed schedule does not represent
a proposed flight plan for the Skylab mission. It is acceptable only
to the extent of the accuracy of the experiment data supplied to the scheduler
and the program user's knowledge of operational procedures.
The present capabilities of the ESP program were evaluated in light
of the development of the Skylab crew activities schedule. All known
Skylab experiments and operations were successfully defined and scheduled
by ESP with minimal difficulty. During the development process, certain
program limitations were uncovered which somewhat hampered experiment
definition and scheduling. These deficiencies, including insufficient on-line
information for the user to discern the cause of scheduling failure, lack
of desirable temporal constraints at the activity level in EXOP definition,
and the inability to reschedule parts of an EXOP that have been previously
deleted, are important enough to warrant further attention before the




TABLE I. SKYLAB EXPERIMENTS AND OPERATIONS
NUMBER NAME
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount
DO008 Radiation in Spacecraft.
D021 Expandable Airlock Technology
D024 Thermal Control Coatings
M092 In-flight Lower Body Negative Pressure
M093 Vectorcardiogram
M131 | Mode A Human Vestibular FunctionMode B
M071 Mineral Balance
M073 M17134 Bio-assay of Body Fluids
M074 Specimen Mass Measurement
M151 Time and Motion Study
Mode A
M171 Mode B Metabolic Activity
Mode C
M172 Body Mass Measurement
M487 Habitability/Crew Quarters
M507 Gravity Substitute Workbench
M508 Astronaut EVA Hardware Evaluation
M509 Astronaut Maneuvering Equipment
S009 Nuclear Emulsion
S015 Zero-G Single Human Cells
S019 UV Stellar Astronomy
S020 UV/X-RAY Solar Photography
S149 Particle Collection
S190 Multispectral Photographic Facility
T003 In-flight Aerosol Analysis
T020 Foot Controlled Maneuvering Unit
T027 ATM Contamination Measurement
CDS Cluster Deactivation Storage










Total Medical Experiment Time(1 )
1 Man
2 Men
Total ATM Time (Daylight/Darkness)(2)
1 Man
2 Men








Total Unusable Time (<0.5 hr)
Does not include unscheduled sample collections
estimated time for such operations is 5 minutes
six times a day, or a total of approximately 35




The minimum time period for one-man ATM experiment operations that
was placed on the crew activities schedule was 1 hour, 45 minutes;
the total one-man ATM time could be substantially increased if the
minimum 90-minute operation period was considered. This would
also reduce the total unscheduled (or uncommitted) time in the
schedule.
Corollary experiments consist of all those experiments not categorized
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SKYLAB EXPERIMENT AND OPERATIONS DATA
The Skylab experiment and operations data contained herein were compiled
from the Mission Requirements Document (Reference 2), the Baseline Reference
Mission (Reference 3), and the associated Experiment Requirements Documents.
These data have been condensed to include only that information pertinent to
the defining of an operation for scheduling. Information includes the experi-
ment objectives, operational procedures, planning limitations and/or major
constraints, performance (crew and time) requirements, and pointing and control
requirements. Following each experiment or operation description, a corresponding
detailed EXOP definition display illustrates how this EXOP was defined for
input into ESP. The detailed descriptions of the EXOP's are in ESP nomenclature;
the ESP User's Manual (Reference 4) contains a complete list of the EXOP
data variables and their definitions. Because of the nature of the study
no attempt will be made to justify or explain the activity breakdown for each
of the Skylab EXOP's. Strengths and weaknesses of the input procedure have
been pointed out in the discussion of this scheduling effort. Any questions
regarding the activity composition of a particular EXOP should be directed
to the author.
The experiments in this appendix are listed in alphabetical order by
experiment number (e.g., D008, M509, T020; see Table I of the report for the
complete listing). The six experiments associated with ATM operation were
combined as one EXOP and presented first. Three Skylab operational tasks
(personal and systems housekeeping, and cluster deactivation) were also defined





o Collect extensive data describing solar behavior in the form of plague,
sunspots, filaments, prominences, geomagnetic effects, radio flux,
radio bursts, and flares.
B. OPERATIONS
o The Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) consists of a package of six experiments
mounted in a cluster in the ATM rack; each of these experiments has a
number of data collection operational modes:
S052, White Light Coronagraph - purpose is to photograph the corona
from 1½ to 6 solar radii and record the intensity distribution.
S054, X-Ray Spectrographic Telescope - purpose is to obtain X-ray
images of sun in the 3 to 100 Angstrom range with specified
spatial and spectral resolutions.
S055, UV Scanning Polychrometer/Spectroheliometer - purpose is to
make spectral and spatial scans of emission lines in the
upper chromosphere and lower corona for telemetry.
S056, Dual X-Ray Telescopes - purpose is to obtain high resolution
X-ray spectroheliograph of solar regions and digital spectral
data.
S082A, UV Coronal Spectroheliograph - purpose is to photograph
spectrally dispersed solar images in the upper chromospheric
and coronal emission lines.
S082B, UV Spectrograph --purpose is to obtain high spectral and
spatial resolution spectrograms in the UV and XUV on the
disc and limb of the sun.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
o All experiments require daylight; however, the darkness period can be
used for experiment preparation and selection of modes of operation,
and the daylight period used for experimentation.
o No contamination near open aperture.
D. PERFORMANCE
o ATM is considered operable by one crewman; however, it is assumed that
two crewmen would be available during periods of high solar activity
(assumption is implemented by scheduling ATM experiments as a two-man
operation at least 25% of the experiment time).
o Minimum time period considered for ATM experiment operations is approximately
90 minutes or one revolution.
* Total ATM time (daylight/darkness) tentatively planned to be approximately
170 hours (i.e., 115 hours sun time).
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
o Pointing and control requirements vary with ATM experiment being performed;
however, ATM experiments and corollary experiments requiring pointing
and control are assumed to be compatible and may be scheduled simultaneously.
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RADIATION IN SPACECRAFT (D008)
A. OBJECTIVE
* To obtain dose, depth dose, and linear energy transfer data for test
of theoretical radiation effects transport codes.





measures total dosage and is removed from CM at end
of mission.
portable sensing head placed in different locations on
astronaut for radiation readings.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
e Operate active unit during a minimum of two orbits in the South Atlantic
Anomaly and during a minimum of two orbits outside the Anomaly at the
highest latitude reach by the spacecraft (primary cosmic).
o Do not allow radiation sources in close proximity to dosimeters.
D. PERFORMANCE
Operations
o Active Dosimeter (SAA)
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design of expendable, elastic recovery airlock.
packaging, deployment, and astronaut ingress/egress.
effect of space environment on material samples.
B. OPERATIONS
* Deployment, proof pressure test, and leakage test of D021 airlock.
* Crewmen ingress/egress maneuvers and material sample retrieval.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
* Sunlight desired for D021 and D024 panels; D021
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THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS (D024)
A. OBJECTIVE
o Determine space environment effect on selected thermal conli X :: coatings
and correlate these effects to laboratory simulated exp'
B. OPERATIONS
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MINERAL BALANCE/BIO-ASSAY OF BODY FLUIDS (M071/M073)
A. OBJECTIVE
e Medical evaluation of the crewmen before, during, and after the mission
related to calcium and endocrine balance.
M071: Determine the effects of space flight on the muscle
and skeletal body systems by quantitative assessment
of the gains or losses of pertinent biochemical consti-
tuents.
M073: Evaluate the endocrinological adaptation resulting from
extended exposure to space flight environment.
B. OPERATIONS
e Inflight: Collection of urine, feces, sweat pads, and vomitus samples
which are returned for biochemical analysis.
* Pre- and postflight: Blood samples.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
o Urine collection before eating after sleep.
D. PERFORMANCE
e Where possible, collections to be
during the 75-minute eat periods.
made three times daily per crewman
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
None
*Experiments M071,M073, and M074 are defined in ESP as one EXOP called M17134.
Preceding page blank 1
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SPECIMEN MASS MEASUREMENT (M074) *
A. OBJECTIVE
e Demonstrate feasibility of mass measurement in zero-g.
o Validate design and function of mass measurement device.
* Support biomedical experiments requiring mass measurement.
B. OPERATIONS
* Calibration of mass measurement devices.
* Designated specimen mass measurements.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
e No spacecraft maneuvers except those associated with Attitude Hold.
D. PERFORMANCE
e Calibration and measurement operations are to be repeated TBD times;








PTROTYX 203 DES = 91 PRO = 100 DIF 44
NAGXOPa I NXOPCMs 24 NXOPCD = 26 EODE I
1BFQRti pRETI = -0 iBFOR2: PPET2 = *
TMNTRU : 2 0 0 TMXTR= 28 0 0 DTMNRC = 0 5 o
ACflVITY GROUP i NAGC 2 DTMXAG= a 20 0
AVTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 1
ODTrCTz 0 1i 15 DTAMRCR 0 6 0 DTMhNA:
NARCM 2 NARCD ' 2 ICO0E = O
I SErS 1i I *SETS$ 0 IATT ' 0
IRES: = 2 IFIXRSs 1 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY I ACTIViTY GROUI
4ASRQD:3 NCAN =3
jCAN 3* * *
TRS -0 0 0 DTD a 0 I 15
qPO , O CD 5 2 SQTCDO 0
LOCAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
3ESNO a 1 QUNREQG 4 nOo
TR3 .0 0o oQTD 0 i5
IO$.AL RESORc SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
RESNO0 . 6 QUNREG= i,non
TRS: · .0 0 0 DTD 0_ n 57
-IXkED RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY I ACTIVITY
iFIXNOx: 2 UNREG = ,n00
A;TIYITY 2' ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DT'A CT . 0 57 DTAMRC 0 0 n DTMNNA:
NARZC M 1 NARCD a 1 IC06E = 0
rTSETSw I ITSETS$ 0 IATT? 0
TRES> a 2. IFIXR8 1I VT 0O
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 2 ACTiViTY GROUI
NASROD=3 NCAN =3
ICAN 1 2 3..* * *
TRS: 0 0 0 DTD = 0 57
qP3 ". 6. CD S 2 SOTCDO b
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY
RESNO "' I QUNREQ = 4,000
TARS . O 0 O DTO 0 o 57
LDCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY ? ACTIVITY
RESNO a 6 QUNREQ = 1,no
tRS: "'0 0 ODTD O n 57
F4XED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITy 2 ACTIVITY
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IN-FLIGHT LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE (M092)
A. OBJECTIVE
e To detect changes in the cardiovascular system and functions during
spaceflight which degrade performance and to detect when these changes
occur.
B. OPERATIONS
e Subject is placed under stress by means of an LBNP device at which time
specific medical data are collected by an observer and instrumentation.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
e One of crew must be an astronaut physician.
e Experiment must not be scheduled prior to three hours after meals.
a Experiment shall not be conducted on a subject when unduly fatigued,
after severe physical or other stress, or when subjected to high
environmental temperatures.
o Each crewman must perform as subject once every three days, and must be
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3ETAILED EXOP DEFINITION
M092: INFLIGWT LBNP
PRioTY' 225 DES = 98 PRO
NAGXOM' 3 NXOPCMu 5 NXOPCD = 7
BFBQRt1 pRET = -0 IBFOR2=





ACTI VITY GROUP 1 NAG= 1 DTMXAG 0 1 16
ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTA!"T 3 0 i 16 DTAMRCmR 0 0 0 DTMNNA= 0 0 
NARCM t l NARCD ± i IcOnE = 0
!~sE'Ts= 2 IsETS= 0 IAnTT 0
TES: 4 IFIXRS= 2 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET . ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GRoUP
\JASR0QDi NCAN =1
ICAN i * * * * *
TRS 0 0 0 DTD a 0 i. 16
qP: 0 CD co 2 SDTCDo I
DT3MNCD= . 0 3 0 DTMXCD:= 0 A 
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP 1
¥ASRGQD1 NCAN 52
ICAN 22 3 ** * * 
TRS: 0 0 O' DTD 0 1 i6
^P3 . O CD = 0 SDTCDc 0
LOGAL RESORC SET . ACTI ITY I ACTIVITY GROUP1
§ESNO =' 1 QUNREQ = 5,O00
TRS 0 O DTD ·= 0 1 20
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i AcTIVITY GROUPi
3ESNO 3 5 QUNREO 1.no00
TRS' = 0 0 0 DTD O 1 0 20
Lb,%AL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP1
R]ESNO = 2 6 QUNREQ= 1. no0
,RFS = .00 DD 0O_ 1 20.
LOCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROU1P
QESNO = 8' QUNREGQ 8i00
YRS O 0 D 0 1 20
w'TXED RESoRC SET 1 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROOP 1
iFIXNO 2 UNREGQ 1.Anoo
l I XED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 1
IFtXNO = 3 UNREQ 1,*lon
ACTVITY GCROUP,2 NAG = I DTMXAG =' 1 20
ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DTACT _0 1 16 DTAMRC" 0 0 DTMNNA=
NARCM 1 I NARCD 1I ICOnE : 0
TASETS= 2 ITSETS= 0 IATT O0
TRES = 4 ..IPIXRS= 2 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTiViTY GROUP
NASRQDxI NCAN =1
iCAN 02 * · * * *
ITN R 0 6 0 DTD 0 1 i6
CPO 0.. CD a 2 SoTCDO i






ASTRONAUT S'ft 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVjTY GROUP 2
WASRQDvj NC N =2
ICAN i 3 .*. * * 
TRS x 0 0 0 OTD - 0 116
P3 = d CD = o SDTCDo 0
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROOP2
4ESNO 3 1 QUNREQ- 5,noo
$RS,: ,0 0 0 DTD 0 1 20.
,OCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROOP2
RESNO ; 5 QUNRE = 1i,.oo
~s: .0 0 0 OTD - 0 1 45
LOZAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY ACTIVITY GROUP2
!ESNO 3 6 QUNREQ= 10non
,ps .o 0 o 0O7 0 120
LDOAL RESORC SET 4 ACTI VITY I ACTIVITY GROUP2'
3ESNO = 8 GUNRE35 8.ioo
TRS.: 0 0 DTO 0 1 20
OTIXED RESORC SET 1A ACTIVITY GROUP 2jFIXNO; 2" UNREG 1,nOOn
rT XE0 RESORC SET 2 ACTiViTY i ACTIVITY GROOP 2
IFtXNO. 3' UNREQ 1. i.oo
ACTIVITY GROUP 3 NAGP 1 DTMXAG= 0 1 16
ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DTACT a 6 i 16 DTAMRCU O O 0 DTMNNA 0 0 0
NARCM = 1 NARCD 5 I IcOnE : O
ISE-TS; 2 ISETS O0 IAT? = 0
TRE3: 4 IFIXR8x 2 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SEt i ACTIVI+Y 1 ACTiVITY GROUP 3
VASR0Dji NCAN 5=
[CAN ,3 * 
TRSP 0 0 0OTD O 0 1 16
C3: W O CD a 2 SDTCO 
OTMNCD. O 3 0 OTMXGDD 0 A 0.
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTiVITY GROUP 3
4ASRGD91 NCAN =2
iCAN "1 2-* * * 
TRSr u O 0 0 DTD = 0 1 16
~p3 "0 co = o SOTcD= 0
OVDAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTVITY GROUP3
5ESNO 1I QUNREQ = 5.n00
,RS: - . 0 0 QTD 0 1 20
LiOCAL RESORc SET 2 ACTIViTY i ACTiVITY GROUP3
gESNO w S QUNREx i,00oo
TRs o _ 0o 45
RESORC SET 3 ACTiViTY 1 _ ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO .' 6 QUNREQx 1,Q00
TRS .0 0 0 DTD 0_ 1 20.
OCeAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO 8 QUNREQ= 8,n00
TRS = 0 0 0 DTD O 0 20
FIXED RESORC SET I ACT1 VITY ACTIVITY GROP 3
I[FXNOW .2 UNRGQ s. 1.nOo
u!IXED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROuP 3




o Detect changes in the electrical activity of the heart that are associated
with weightlessness and other stress conditions of space flight.
B. OPERATIONS
e Take vectorcardiogram measurements of each crewman, during exercise and
after resting, at periodic intervals during the mission.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
o Allow one-half hour after severe exercise and three hours after meals
prior to start of experiment; allow one-half hour following experiments
M092 and M131.
* Each crewman must perform as subject once every third day; subject
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DETAILED EXOP DEFINITION
M093' VECTORCARDIOGR
-RToTYv 208 DES - 94 PRO c 100 DIF = 44
NAGX3O
·
j 3 NXOPCMu 7 NXOPCD 7 CODE 1
ISFORm1 PRETi = -0 IBFOR2=: RET2 = *
TfMNTR: 3 0 a TMXTR; 27 0 0 OTMNRC = 2 23 0
ACTVITtY GROUP 1 NAG = 1 DTMXAG= 0 0 40
AsT IVITY ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTA0CT W 0 0 40 DTAMRC= 0 0 0 DTMNNA m
NARSM = 1 NARCO ; 1 IconE = 0
TASETrs 2 ITSETSE 0 IATT : 0
~E$S. = 4. IFIXRS= 1 VT =.. 
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVIY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP
NASRQOD, NCAN =i
iCAN t1 * * * *
TRS 0 0O 0 DTD 0=  40
tp3- 30 ° CD - 2 SDTCD i
0T1NCD 0 0 OTMXCD= 0 A 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY 0FoUP
YASRGC=i NCAN -2
ICAN 22 3 * * 
TRS 3 0 0 0 DTD = 0 i 15
CPo3 O Co = SbTCD= 0
LO.AL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
ES3NO = 1 QUNREQ= 50 non
,R$ S ,0 D 0 DT _ n 40.
LOCAL RESORC SET ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
RESNO a 2 QUNREQ 
TRS' c 0 0 DTD 0 2 40.
LOCAL RESORc SET 3 ACTiViTY i 4 CTIVITY I
IESNO s 5 QUNREQ= i,non
TRS, 0 0 0 DTD : o n 40
LOOAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
RESNO " 6 QUNREQ = i,noo
TRS' 0 0 0 OTO 0 n 15
WVIKED RESoRC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
!FIXNO 2 2 UNREGQ i.noo
ACTIVITY GROUP_ 2 NAG: 1.DTMXAGu 0 o 40
AcTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DTACT s O 0 40 DTAMRC m 0 0 0 DTMhNAm
NARZM i NARCO I 1 ICOnE : 0
TASES! 2 ITSET$S 0 IATT = 0
ITES = 4. IFIXRS 1 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 AcTrviTY GROUP
NASRQD01 NCAN ml
iCAN =2 * * * * *
TRS: 0 0 0 ODTD =0 n 40
39 · O.0 CD J 2 SDTCD= i









ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
NASROD = NCAN -2
[CAN =1 3 * * * *
TRS 0 0 0 OTO 0 15
,PO wa CD = 0 SQTCDz n
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GR
3ESNO = I QUNREQ= 5o.nOn
,RS' a- .0 0 DD . -. 0 40.
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GRI
RESNO = 2 QUNREQ i.0non
TRS: 0 O DTD 0C -2 40.
1,OAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITY I ACTIVITY GR(
RESNO s 5 QUNREQ= 1iQ.o.
*T. =0 0 0 DTD = O. n 40
DOCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GRI
JESNO a 6 QUNREQ = 1.no00
TRS = 0 0 DYD 0 A i5
It'XEo RESORc SET-1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GR
iFIXNoa 2 UNREQ = 1,io0
ACT VITY GcOUp.3 NAG = 1 DTMXAG= a 0 40
AtTIVITY 1. ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DoTAT 0 0 40 DTAMRCG 0 0 0 DTMhNA'
NARCM 1 NARCD = i ICOnE : 0
14SETSS 2 I[SETS 0 IAT? : 0
TRESi' 4 IFIXRS6 I VT 0
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVItY 1 ACTiVITY GFOUF
NASRGD=i NCAN =1
iCAN '3 * - * * *
RS: " 0 0 OTO = O n 40
Co3 0 O CD m 2 SDTCD 1i
6TMNCD 0O 4 0 OTMXCD = 0 A 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTiViTY GPOUI
S4ASRQD1i NCAN =2
fCAN 1 2 * * "'
TRS 0 0 0 DTD 0= 0 15
CP3' *O CD = O SOTCD= 0
nLCAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY
IESNO = i QUNREOQ 5n,nOo
;,RS 0 0 O O ,. 0 n 40...
LOCAL RESORC SET ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
?ESNO = 2 QUNREQ = 1.no0
TRS 0 . 0 O oD t C., i 40
nO.AjL RESORC SET 3 ACTjVITY i 4CTIVITY
RESNO ; 5 QUNREQ 10,noo
TRS 0 0 O DT O i 0 f 40
yO AL RESORC SET 4 ACTiV TY i ACTIVITY
RESNO e 6 QUNREQ= 1,OO
RS' c 0 0 0O DTD 0 A 15
FItXED RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 1 _ ACTIVITY
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HUMAN VESTIBULAR FUNCTION (M131)
A. OBJECTIVE
e To determine the effects of prolonged absence of gravity on the crewman's
inner ear and his gravity receptors, and on the crewman's judgement of
spatial coordinates.
B. OPERATIONS
e Subject performs semicircular canal test and spatial localization test
utilizing rotating litter chair and associated equipment
Mode A: dynamic test Mode B: spatial localization test
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
* For each crewman, Modes A and B shall not be performed on same day;
all crewmen shall perform as subjects for either mode within a 16-hour
period of each other.
* Mode A: perform no sooner than every other day for the same subject;
three times early and three times late in the mission.
e Mode B: perform once early, once mid and once late in mission.
e No testing shall be done until one hour after completion of a meal.
o Schedule to avoid carryover symptoms from M092 and M093.
D. PERFORMANCE
Operation
e Mode A - dynamic test






















M{31 .- HUMAN VESTIBUL
DiROTya 174 DES x 86 PRO = lOC DIF
NAGXOD3 3 NXOPCM' 6 NXOPCD= 6 cODE = 3
3FOQRit PRETI = -0 !BFOR2: pRET2
TMNTR TMXKR
4 O a 4 i6 O
ACTIVITY GROUP i NAG= 1 OTMXAG 0O 0 30
ATITVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROVP 1
DTACT 6 0 a 30 DTAMRCs 0 0 0 DTMNNA =
NARCM = 1 NARCO 2 i ICOE O0
IASETS? 2 ITSETS 0 IATT = 0
IRES:. a 3 I.,IFIXRS= 0 VT = O
ASTRONAUT SET I ACT IVITY 1 ACTTViTY GROUP
VASROD1l NCAN =1
ICAN 1i * * * * 
TRS: 0 0 0 OTD O m 30
^PO, = 0 CD = 2 SDTCD' i
6TMNCD =' .O $ O DTMXcD: 0 O0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTIViTY GROUP
'JASRQD=i NCAN .2
ICAN =2 3 * * * *
TRS' = 0 0 0 DTD a 0 n 30
4PO*. . CD O0 SOTCDO 0
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY
FESNO I i QUNREQ ' 1i80, 00
iRS: = 0 0 0 DTD - O_ n 30.
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY t
RESNO " 7 QUNREQ= 9.n0O
I:R$* = 0 0 0 DTD 0A 30Ij 5' a O . Q O DACTDVITY -O n 30
LOCAL RESORC SET CTlVITY 1 ACTIVITY
iESNO ; 8 QUNREQ = 7,nOo







ACTIVITY GROUP 2 NAG= 1 DTMXAGt 0 0 30
ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
OTACT 0 0 30 OTAMRC ' 0 0 a DTMNNAR 0 0 0
NAR- w. 1 NARCD 1 ICOnE 0
TASETS= 2 ITSETS3 0 IATT 0 O
IiES. ' 3.. .IFIXRS O VT .:0
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTiViTY GROUP 2
VASRACDi NCAN z=
ICAN =2 * * * * *
TRS' O d0 0 DTD = O n 30
CP3 O CD = 2 SDTCD i
3T1NCD # O ± 0 OTMXCD: o0 o.




iCAN q1 3 * * 
TRg Q .0 0 0 DTD 0 30
,P . = O Co = 0 SQTCD= o
LOCAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY i AcTIVITY GROUP2
RESNO 1 QlUNREQ l8ao,.iO
RS: .0 0 0 DTD = O n 30
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIViTY i ACTIV ITY GROUP2
RESNO P 7 QUNREQ= 9,non
TRS' 0 0 0 DTD .0 n 30
LOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROOP2
lESNO = 8 QUNREQ = 7.0no
fRS' O 0 DO 0TD O i 30
ACTI'VITY GROUP 3 NAG= i DTMXAG= 0 0 30
ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3
NDTAT S 0 0 30 DTAMRCU 0 O 6 DTMKNA 0 0 0
NARCM = 1 N4RCO 3 1 ICOoE 0
T4SETFS 2 ITSETS5 0 IATT 0
TIES: a 3 _IFIXRS = 0 VT : 0
ASTRONAUT SET' I ACTIVITY 1 ACTtViTY GROUP 3
'ASROQDI NCAN :=
ICAN 3 * * ' * 
TRS 0 0 0 O TD O n 30
vP3 0d. CD = 2 SDTCDU 1
9T4NCD = .0 0 DTMXCD= 0 A 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 3
VASRQDai NCAN =2
[CAN m1 2-* * * 
TRS- a 0 0 O DTD 0 30
V3. a O CD = 0 SOTCOD 0
LOCAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO - 1 QUNREQ 18o0.n60
,ps ' .O O O.DTD O O n 30
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO = 7 QUNREOQ 9g .0o
TRS a.0 0 O DTD = 0 n 3n
~IOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITY i ACTIVITY GROUJP3
3ESNO = 8 QUNREQO 7,00n
TRS - 0 0 O DTD O 0 n 30
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_ 3ETAILED EXOP DEFINITION
M131B HUMAN VESTIBUL
PRIOTY' 1i45 DES 86 PRO F 100 DIF
NAG~XO* 3 NXOPCMW 3 NXOPCDx 3 CODE ; 3
!8FORtii PRET1 = -0 IBFOR2= pRET2
TMNrR TMXKR
5 0 0 5 i6 O
s 33
ACTIV'ITY GROUP 1 NAG= 1 DTMXAG=: 0 45
A TyvITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1.
DThCT? .. 0 0 45 DTAMRC= 0 0 O DTMNNA = 0 0 0
NARCM 1I NARCO 1 ICOnE s 0
TASE~TS 2 ITSETS = 0 IATT 0
TRES:.. I FIXRS8 0.. VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTiViTY GROUP i
NASRQD=1 NCAN =1
ICAN =1 * * * * *
TRS' a 0 0 0 OTD = n 45
qPO ;= 0 CD ; 2 SDTCDO i
OTMNCD .O 1 0 OTMXCD = 0 ' 0-
ASTRONAUT 'SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP i
NASROD=i NCAN =2
iCAN =2 3 ** * * 
TRS a 0 0 o TD = o n 45
CPO3 = CD = O0 SDTCD 0r
ACTIV!iTY GROUP 2 NAG = 1 DTMXAG' 0 0 45
A;TIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DT'ACT * .0 0 45 DTAMRCw 0 0 0 DTMhNA= 0 0 0
NARCM - i NARCD a I ICOnE 0o
TASETS' 2 ITSETS$ 0 IATT = 0
TiES' O. . IFIXRS 0 VT : 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTiViTY GROUP 2
VASRODl NCAN =1
ICAN =2 * * * * *
TRS * 0 0 0 DTD = 0 n 45
CPO a 0 CD = 2 SDTCD i
ODTNCD 0 0 QOTMXgD: 0 A O
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIViTY GROUP 2
'4ASRQD=I NCAN =2
iCAN l1 3 * * * *
TRS: - * -0 0O DTD = o 0 45
OPO- =.0 CD = 0 SDTCD = 0
ACtiViTtY GROUP 3 NAG= 1 DTMXAG: d 0 45
ATIVITY j ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DT'AT -' 0 0 45 DTAMRCP 0 0 0 DTMNNA =
NARCM . i NARCD A i ICOQE = O
iASETS= 2 ITSETSx 0 IATT O0
000
A-28
TIES : o, .IFIxRS; O_ VT = o
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 AcTIVITY GROUP 3
4ASRQD;i NCAN :1
ICAN 53 * * * * *
TRS O 0 O DTD = O n 45
~P, · ° CD = 2 SDTCD: i
OTMNCD = .O , 0 DTMXCD= 0 A o
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I'ACT VITY GROUP 3
*ASRDXlI NCAN =2
ICAN =1 2 * * *
.RS, 2 ..O 0 O DTD - O n 45
CPO- 2 0 CD = 0 SDTCD' O
A-29
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
TIME AND MOTION STUDY (M151)
A. OBJECTIVE
* To film selected tasks performed in flight for
with tasks performed on the ground.
B. OPERATIONS
e Selected portions of the following experiments
M093, M092, M074, M487, M508 and M509.
time and motion comparisons
will be filmed: M171,
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
* Supplemental lighting during filming will be required.
D. PERFORMANCE
e Filmed during actual operation of above experiments; camera and film
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METABOLIC ACTIVITY (M171)
A. OBJECTIVE
o Determine if an astronaut's metabolic rate, while doing mechanical work,
is progressively altered by exposure to zero gravity and to space flight
environment.
B. OPERATIONS
e Metabolic rate is measured while resting, while using ergometer, and
while performing maintenance tasks in both a suited and unsuited mode -





Resting metabolic rate and bicycle ergometry.
Unsuited maintenance and constant work task.
Suited maintenance and constant work task.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
e Must be a two-hour delay if M093 is performed before M171.
e Perform no sooner than three hours after a meal.
o Perform no sooner than two hours after severe exercise; Modes B and C
are restricted from occurring from within two hours after Mode A.
e Experiment is to be repeated three times by each crewman; occurrences
arranged to allow one early, one mid, and one late in the mission; the




* Mode A - resting/ergometry
* Mode B - Unsuited maintenance
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A-33
IETAIl.ED EXOP DEPINItION
17iA · M"iTABOLIC ACTI
RT.OTY= 206 oES 96 PRo = 100 DIF
NAGX4O ' NXOPCM' 3 NXOPCD = 3 BODE 
IsFORi , PRETI = "O iBFOR2= PRET2
tMNTR = : 3 0 0 tMXTRW 27 0 0 DTMNRC= 6
a 43
22- 0
ACTIVITY GROUP I NAGe 1 DTMXAG= 6 1 30
A8TYVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DYoACT a 0 i 30 DTAMRC O0 0 n DTMNNAP O 0 0
NARZM s I NARCD w i ICOnE 0= 
T4sEiTS 2 ITsETSS 0 IATT = 0
TqES:- 4 IFIXRSU 2 VT 0.,
ASTRONAUT SET . ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP I
V'ASR01=i NCAN =1
ICAN Pi * * * * *
TRS: O 0 0 OTOD 0 - 30
CPO w 0 CD = 2 SOTCDO I
PTMNCD" ,O 3 0 DTMXGD = 0 A 0
ASTrONAUT-SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTijVTY GROUP i
NASRQD=j NCAN =2
ICAN :2 3 * * 
TRS 0 O 30 DTD 0 n 30
~P3 0O CD = 0 SQTCDO Q
LhOAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUPi
ES$NO = 2 GUNREQ i,0noO
TRS' w 0 0 0 oTo 0 33
iLOoAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUPI
§ESNO = 5 QUNREQ= i,o00
3RS .0 0 ° TD 0 1 30
L'OCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP1
RESNO 3 6 QUNREQx 1.00oo
:RS . ' .O 30 Dt ?0 n 30
LOCAL REBORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUPI
jESNo w 9 QUNREQ= i,.no
TRI' = 0 O DtD 0 3 30O
r'IXED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
JFIXNO = 2 UNREQ 2 ioo0
FIXED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 1
iFtXNO' 3 UNREO 10o,no00
ACTfIVITY GROUP 2 NAC' 1 DTMXACx O 1 30
A:TIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DiACT ._0 i 30 DTAMRC 0 0O 0 DTMNNA = 0 0 0
NARCM . 1 NARCD · 1 ICOnE = 0
rASETS? 2 ITSETS$ 0 IATT = 0
rIES _ 4 IPIXR8$ 2 VT s 0
ASTRONAUT SET t ACTIVITY ACTTiVITY GROUP 2
YASRQDli NCAN 31
ICAN m2 * * * -
TRS O0 0 DTD 0 30
pF a O0 CD = 2 SDTCDu i
OTINCD' 0 3 0 DTMXCD= 0O 0O
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ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
YASRODt1 NCAN =:2
ICAN =1 3 * * 
tRS O0 30 DTD -0 n 30
%PO = o CD = o SDTCD= o
O:DAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY t ACTIVITY GROUP2
ES3NO s 9 QUNREGQ i.noo.
TRS ' O 0 O DTD O, 3 30
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVI.TY GROUP2
RESNO a 2 GlNREG = in00o
T,RS -. 0 0 0 DTD. 0_ 1 30-
LOOAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP2
3ESNO a 5 GUNRE =: 1, noo
TR3 o a 0 DTD O_ 30
LOCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTiVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP2
SESNO = 6 QUNREQ = -1.no0
TRS' O a 30 DTD = 0 n 30
F!IXED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
[FIXNO = 2 UNREQ = 1,00
F!IXED RESORC SET 2 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
iFIXNO= 3 UNREQ = lo.0nn
ACT'!VITY GROUP.3 NAG= 1 DTMXAG 0 1 30
A.TIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DToAzT 0 1 30 DTAMRCQ. 0 0 o DTMNNA = 0 O
NAR3CM 1 NARCD = 1 ICOnE o 0
TASETS$ 2 ITSETS 0 IATT O
lTES = 4 .IFIXRS = 2 VT a . 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY I ACTiViTY GROUP 3
-ASRGD=i NCAN 1 :
iCAN 23 * * *
?RS 0 0 0o DTD 0- 1 30
CPO a 0 CD =.2 SDTCD=-i .
OTMNCD .0 O0 DTMXCD ' 0 A 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP 3
YASRaGDI NCAN =2
ICAN x1 2 * * * *
TRS' O '30 DTD O n 30
Po3 = 0 CD = 0 SODTcD O
LOSAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
3ESNO ' 2 QUNREG= 1,n00o
TRS =0 O DD 0 1 30
LO AL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP3
~ESNO = 9 QUNREG= 1. On
,RS , 0 0 0 DTD 0 O. 3 3n
bOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO = 5 QUNREQG i.nOo
1,RS a 0 O DTD 0 1 30
tOCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO = 6 QUNREQ= 1. no0
?RS: 0 630 TrD 0 30
FIXED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVIY GROUP 3
IFTXNO ,2 UNREG 3 1 ,loo
F IXED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3




PRIOTYa 193 DES = 20 PRO = 10C DIF = 43
NAGXDOD 3 NXOPCMa 3 NXOPCD= 3 CODE p 1
18FORi= PRETi : -0 iBFOR2= PRET2 = *
TMNTRr 4 0 0 TMXTR= 28 0 0 DTMNRC" 5 22 30
ACT'TVITY? GROUP 1 NAGX 1 DTMXAG= 0 1 25
ACTtVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROQP 1
DtAT t 0 1 25 DTAMRCM 0 0 0 DTMKNA 0 0 0
NARZM I1 NARCOD 1 ICOnE : 0
TASETS3 2 ITSETS= O IATT : 0
TIES = 4 IFIXRS; 2 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SEt' 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP I
NASRQDCl NCAN =1
ICAN 1 * * * * *
TRS: a 0 0 0 DD O 1 25
CP3 4 0 CO - 2 SDTCD i
OTMNCDt ..O 3 0 DTMXCD= 0 A 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY eGOLUP I
NASRQDI NCAN :2
iCAN =2 3 * * *
TRS 0 0 30 DTD = 0 n 40
P3 O eoCD 0 SOTCD = 0
LODAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUPi
9ESNO 1I QUNREQa 37.,0n
,RS a .0 O 0 DTD O 1 25
LOCAL RESORc SET 2 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUPI
RESNO · 9 QUNREQ= 1.0no
T.RS' = .0 0 O DTD 0 1 25
LOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUPi
qESNO = 5 QUNREG: i.noo
TRS' .O 0 0 DTD Y 1 25
LOCAL RESORC SET ACTVI.TY 1 4 CTIVITY GROUPi
RESNO x 6 QUNREQ 1i.nOO
?RS: 0 O 30 DTD 0= 40
rTIXED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
IFIXNO = 2 UNREQ C 1I,noo
0'iXED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
TFIXNO = 3 UNREG : io.o3
ACTiVITY GROUP.,2 NAG = 1 DTMXAGI O 1 25
A=TIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DkTAT 1 25 DTAMRCu 0 0 0 DTMrNA = 0 0 0
NARSM = 1 NARCD 1 IcOnE = 0
T SETSU 2 ITSETS' 0 IATT O0
TIRESaR~ 4_ IWP)(RSa 2 VT = 0
ASPNA~UT SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
\ASRQD=1 NCAN :1
iCAN 2 * * * * *
TR s 0 0 0 DTD 0 1 25
s 06 D = 2 SDTCD = I
OTMNCDO 0. DTMXCD a 0 A 0
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ASTRONAUT'SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP 2
NASRQD2i NCAN =2
iCAN al 3 *,* * *
TRS 0 0TD OOT 0 40
C3 Z O0 CD I 0 SQTCD O0
COZAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP2
~ESNO = 1 QUNREQ= 37.600
TRS = O d OT DO D O 1 25
LOC-AL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP2
?ESNO = 9 QUNREQ = 1 ,fO0
TRS 0 0 0 DTD, O- 1 25
DAL RESORC SET ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP2
IESNO g 5 QUNREQG - .nOO
,RS : 0 0 0 D0 O_ i 25
OCZAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP2
?ESNO = 6 QUNREQ = .10no0
TRS O O 30 DTD = o 40
F'1 XED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
iFtxNn .2 UNREQ = l.noo0
F'T!ED RESORC SET 2 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
iFlXNOX 3 UNREGQ = io.noo
ACT'IVITY GROUP 3 NAGs 1 DTMXAG 0n 1 25
ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROyP 3'
DOAT ...0 1 25 DTAMRCv 0 0 0 DTMNNA: 0 0 0
NAERM = 1 NARCD = 1 IcOnE = 0
1AS-TS 2 ITSETSP 0 IATT : 0
ITES e 4. IFIXRS: 2 VT = 0
ASTRONAtUT SET ACTIVITY 1 ACTIViTY GROUP 3
NASRQDl NCAN =1-
ICAN 3 * * 
TRS 0 0 O O DTD a 0- 25
P3 0 CD - 2 SDTCD 1
7T 1NCD= O 3 O DTMXcD O- A 0
ASTRONAUT' SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIViTY GROUP 3
4ASRQD=i NCAN :2
iCAN 1t 2 * a *-
TRS- 0 0 30 DTD O 40qP3 -0 CD 0O SOTCD4 0
LP.AL RESORC SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
OESNO 1 QUNREQ= 37.6nO0
ts -°0 S 00 O 1 25.
LOCAL RESORC SET ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
SESNO w 9 QUNREQZ i. Op
TRS .0 0 0 o 0' 1 25. 
LOCAL RESORc SET 3 AcTIVITY a ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO = 5 QUNREQ 1 i,n0
TRS ; 0 O DTD _ 0 25
LOSAL RESORc SET 4 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO " 6 QUNREQ= 1i.no
TRS 0 300 D O 0n 40
F'TXED RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 3
IFIXNOS .2 UNREGQ 1, nOo
F'IXtO RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3




PRI.0Y: 193 DES S 9.0 PRO * 100 DIF · 43
NAGCXD:
-
3 NXOPeMa 3 NXOPCD" 3 eODE 1 1
SaFORa P~RE71 = -0 IBFOR2= PRET2 
TMNYROR 6 19 o ?MXTRU 28 0 O DTMNRCv 5 22 0
ACTIV'tY GROUP 1 NAGR I DTMXAGs 0 2 0
ACTIV'ITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
ODACT 0 2 0 DTAMRC9U 0 0 0 DTMNNA= 0 .0 0
NAR 5 I. N4RCD 1 i IcO6E oa
TIsETsp ? ITSETS = 0 IATT = 0
I ESL = 4.. ,IFIXRS" 2 VT - 0
ASTRoNAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
JASRGD1i NCAN xi
ICAN =1 e * * * *
fRS 0 0 0 TD = 2 0
tPO · o Co 2 SOTCOD 
OTMNCD ,0 3 0 OTMXCD= 0 A 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTiVITY GROUP 1
NASROD2i NCAN =2
1CAN 2 3 * * 
TRS' = 0 0 15 DTD = 0 I 30
Po3 a 0 CD :.O SOTCDO 0
LCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUPI
REsNO 1 QONRE= 37.00oo
',S =0 0 0 D O 0. n
LOCAL RESORe SET 2 aCTiVITY i ACTIVITY GROuPi
3ESNO 3 9 QUNREQa 1.0oo
YRSw m0 0 0 DYD X 0o O.
LOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiViTY 1 ACTIVITY GROUPI
iESNO = 5 QUNREQ t .o000
RS-. = .o O DD O 2 02 .
0DCL RESORc SET 4 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUPI
RESN0 3 6 QUNREQ; 1.0on
?RS: a 0 O $5 DTD 0 i 30
wTN!ED REBORC SET 1 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROOP 1
JFIXNO .i2 UNREQ . 1,non
T!X'ED RESORC SET 2 ACTiVITY I ACTIVITY GROOP 1
iFIXNOx 3 UNRE3 1o0.no0
ACT'IVITY GO0UP 2 NAG 1 DTMXAGZ Q 2 0
A;TTVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
D'ACT 0 2 0 DTAMRCO 0 0 0 DTMNNA4 0 0 0
NARC M 1 NARCD = 1 IcOQE : 0
lTAS=TS 2 ITSETS 0 IATT = 0
I ES, s 4 I I XRS8 2 VT ' 0
ASTONAUT SET ACTIVITY I ACTjViTY GoPUP 2
ASROQDs1 NCAN -l
iCAN N2 0* O* * *
rRS *0 0 0 OTD s 0 2 0
ePo: o Co a 2 SbTCDO i
O.qNCD = .. 0 0 OTMXCDU 0 .0 
A-38
ASTRONA T SET 2 ACTIvITy 1 ACTIVITy GROUP 2
yNASRDai NCAN =2
ICAN =1 3 * ** *
TRS - 0 0 i5 DTO 0 i 30
P3 = 0 CD = O SDTCD= O
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY i ACTIVITY GROOP2
RESNO = 1 OUNREg= 37,i.no
T,RS .0 O 0 DTD = 7 0O
40.OAL RESORC SET 2 ACTiViTY i ACTIVITY GROUP2
RESNO = 9 QUNREQ 1.00oo
T,RS' .0 0 0 DTD = O._ 0
LOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP2
3ESNO = 5 QUNREQ' i.non
TRS 0 0 0 TD O 2 O
LOCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP2
4ESNO = 6 GUNREGQ -1._lo
TRS w 0 O i5 OTD 0 i 3n
F:!XED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
IFIXNO .2 UNREQ a i.oo
f'XED RESORC SET 2 AcTiVTY i ACTIVITY GROAU 2
iFtXNOa 3 UNREQ = lo.fi6O
ACT7V'ITY GROUP 3 NAG= 1 DTMXAGC o 2 0
ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DTOACT = 0 2 0 DTAMRC= 0 0 0 DTMNNA= 0 0 0
NARcM a i NARCD = 1 ICO'nE : 0
TASETss 2 iSETSX 0 IATT a 0
I ES: * 4_ IfIIXRS = 2 VT = 0
ASTRONAuT SET I ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3
VASRQDlI NCAN =1
ICAN 33 * * * *
TRS 0 a 0 0 OTO a= 0n
CP3 0O CO a 2 'SOTCDO I
TTMNCD .0 3 0 DTMXCD = 0 A o
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 3
4ASRQDO= NCAN =2
ICAN 1i 2'* * * *
TRS' a 0 0 15 DTD - 0 30
0P = a O CD = 0 SQTCD 0a
OC'AL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 AcTiVITY GROUP3
RESNO i QUNREQx 37.,0no
T,RS .0 0 0 DTD 0 2 ..
LOCAL RESORC SIT 2 ACTIVITY i ACTiVITY GROOP3
RESNO ' 9 QUNREQ= i.n0oo
,TS' 0 0 0 DTD = ° P o
,,OCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROOP3
RESNO 4 5 QUNREQ = 1. non
tRS 0 .O 0 0 DTD 0... 2 0
LOCAL RESORc SET 4 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO s 6 QUNREQZ 1.00
TRS ' 0 5 DtD 0 1 30
F!I ED RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 3
IFIXNO" 2 UNREO 1i.,oo
I IXE0 RESORC SaT 2 ACTIVITY . ACTIVITY GROOP 3
IFIXNO=. 3 UNREG a lo,noo
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
BODY MASS MEASUREMENT (M172)
A. OBJECTIVE
e Demonstrate feasibility of body mass measurement in zero-g.
* Validate design and function of body mass measurement device.
· Support biomedical experiments requiring mass measurements.
B. OPERATIONS
* Calibration of mass measurement devices.
e Body mass measurement of an individual crewman at specified intervals.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
e Body mass measurements performed every day during meal period after
sleep with M071, M073, and M074; calibration measurements taken three
times: early, middle, and late in mission.
D. PERFORMANCE
Operation



















M2' j BoDy MASS MEAS
PRtOTY - j89 DES = 92 PRO 100 DIF x 41
NAGXOD>l. I NXOPCMn 24 NXOPCD. 26 CODE 5 I
[1FQRIX PRET1 z -0 IBFOR2= PPET2 ; *
TMNTR" 2 16 0 TMXTR= 28 0 0 DTMNRC = 0 22 0
ACTtViTi GROUP1 NAGs 1 DTMXAG= n 1 20
ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DOTT -_.0 1 15 DTAMRCo 0 0 O DTMKNA= O 0 0
NAR*M 1 NARCO 1 ICOnE O0
I4STts 3 ITSETS$ 0 IATT 0
ITES 1  IFIXR6W 0 VT 0 n
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTIViTY GPOUP 1
NASRQD1I NCAN :1
iCAN n1 * * * * *
TRS = 0 0 57 DTD = O n 7
CP3_ 4 0 CD = 2 SOTCD= 9
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTiVITY GROUP 1
VASROQD1 NCAN =1
iCAN =2 * . * *
TRS O 1i 4 DTD = 0 n 5
PO3 a Q Co = 2 SDTCD = O
ASTRONAUT SET 3 ACTIVITY I ACTiViTY GROUP 1
VASROD4I NCAN =:t
iCAN s3 * _ * *
TRS a 0 1 9 DTD 0= O 6
P! na O CD = 2 SOTCDO= 
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTIVi[Y GROUIP1
RESNO 1I QUNREQ= 4,n00o




· Evaluate OWS crew quarters and habitability in large volume spacecraft.
· Provide baseline data for design criteria for advanced space stations.
o Support physiological and physical well-being of astronauts.
B. OPERATIONS
a Provide astronauts' operational waste management, water management,
personal hygiene, food, sleep restraint, and other habitability systems.




* Time of performance is not defined; activation activities are included












r'y 621 DES = 99 PRO : 100 DIF
)a i NXOPCM 1NXOPCD = i COOE = 1
~1= pRETi = -0 IBFOR2= PRET2
.' 1 8 0 TMXTR = 3 0 0 DTMNRC = 0
ACTiViTY GROUP 1 NAG: 2 DTMXAG= i 6 0
A~T TVITY 1 AC¥IVITY GROUP 1
DYTT a 0 5  15 DTAMRC m 0 O 0 DTMhN
NARZM a q NARCD = 2 ICOnE 0
TASts$ 1. ITSETS- 0 IATT 0
!TRE5 O0 IPIXRS = 0 VT 0= 
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY I ACTiVITY GQRO
VJASRQD3 NCAN =3
jCAN i 2 35 * *
rRS 0 0 0 DTD 0 5 15
ep3.. A 0 CDo 0 SDTCD= O
ACTIViTY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
D'A~CT = 0 3 45 DTAMRC. 0 0 0 DTMIHN
NARCM 5 I NARCD = 1 ICOnE = 0
tSE~ts 1 IsET$: 0 IAT 0O
IRES$ s - IFIXRS VT 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIV TY 2 ACTIVITY Gep
¥ASRQD8 3 NCAN :3
iCAN xi 2 3 * * *
Rs: a O 0 0 OTO = O 3 45











GRAVITY SUBSTITUTE WORKBENCH (M507)
A. OBJECTIVE
o Explore the merits of using aerodynamic and electrostatic forces as
gravity substitutes.
B. OPERATIONS
* Two different astronauts disassemble and reassemble an M508 Task Module
using the aerodynamics workbench (AWB) and the electrostatic workbench (EWB).
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
e Experiment will be performed in three sessions
members; one astronaut will perform sessions 1
perform Session 2.
by two different crew
and 3, the other will
D. PERFORMANCE
Operation
· Session 1 (set up AWB;
disassemble/reassemble
module)
· Session 2 (disassemble/
reassemble module on AWB;
assemble EWB; disassemble/
reassemble module on EWB)
e Session 3 (disassemble/






















PR'TQYY 84 DES. 55 PRO s 10C DIF E 30
N4GCxO 1 NXOPCM9 1 NXOPCD = i cODE . 1
eFgQR ., PREi = -0 iBFOR2= PRET2 *
TMNTRv: 7 O 0 TMXTR= 27 0 0 DTMNRCr 0 0 0
ACT1VifY GROUP I NAG: 3 DTMXAG= o 5 30
ATIYVITY i ACtIVITY GROUP I.
DT = 0o 1 0 DTAMRCa 0 0 0 DTMNNA 0 0
NiRCM 1 NARCD a 1 ICOnE 0O
TAS§ESS 1 ITSETS 0 IATT O
lqES: a 2 I~'IXRS = 1 VT 0 O
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP I
A$SRODFI NCAN =z
ICAN 93 ** * * *
TRS$: 0 0 0 OTO O 1 0
APO O CD = O SOTCD O
$OCAL RESORc SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROOP1
§ESNO W 1 'Q 0UNREQ= 112,000
RWS a . 0O 0 DTO a O. 1 o
DOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUPI
AESNO " - 6 QGNREQ; i,noo
TRS: 0 0 O DYD 0 .. 1 O.
9ED. RESORC SET I ACTIVITY 1 _ cTIVITY GROUP
Ae1VrIYTY 2 AACTIVITY '!ROUP 1
DTA'clr -s0 18 DT MqRCu 0 0 0 DTMKNAM 0 0
NjRCM;!- NARCO: I IcOE = 0
isr i.gTSB X7s I T -E 9 O I ATT 0 O
IfSE~a 2 1p I XS;i: I1 VT a 0
~A$TYNAUT SE0!I A..IVYITY 2 ACTiViTY GROUP 1
NASRdQOFI NCAN =2
[CAN 2 1 * * * *TRW! 0 0 0 OTD O 1 i8
AP0 0 CD a O SOTCDa 0
L.bAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUPI
RESNO ' 1 QGUNREQg 112, OQ
R9! , " O 0 0 O DTD 0 i 18..
t;CAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 .CTIVITY GROUPi
4ANO QUNREQ 1,0noo





F!XED RESORC SET 1 ACTiViTy 2 ACTIVITY GROUJP 1
IFiXNO= 2 UNREQ = 1,nco
ACTIVItY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTAST : 0 1 0 DTAMRC, 0 0 0 DTMNNA= 0 0 3
NARcM . i NARCD 1 IConE O
IAS=ETS: 1 ITSETS: O IATT 0
TRES 2 IFIXRS = 1 VT 
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY  Y GOUP I
VASROD=1 NCAN :1
ICAN :3 * * " *
TRS :0 0 0 DTD = i 1 
,D.3 = 0 CD = O SOTCD = 0
t.nfAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROU?1
:ESNO = 1 QUNREQ: 37,0non
tRS -0 0 OTo ° i o
.O;AL RESORC SET ACTiVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP1
RESNO = 6 QUNREQ= i,n
TRS' = 0 0 0 DtD 0 1 n
v'XED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
iFIXN lO= 2 UNREG 1,nC:j
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PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
ASTRONAUT EVA HARDWARE EVALUATION (M508)
A. OBJECTIVE
0 Evaluate and/or measure astronaut skills, astronaut performance, and
selected pieces of EVA and IVA hardware.
B. OPERATIONS
e Two crewmen will perform the following four mechanical tasks under various
conditions of restraint, while wearing different pressurized space
suits and in shirtsleeves:
e Precise hand movement task
a Two-hand fine manipulative task
* Gross and precise force and torque application task
e Operational maintenance task
The three restraint conditions involve a Flexible Waist Tether, Dutch
Shoes, and a combination of both.



































PRTal'Iy 97 DES = 65 PRO. 100 DIF · 30
NAGXOzi 2 NXOPCM 1I NXOPCD= I CODE · 1
!tsFORi PREti = -O TBFOR2= PRET2 a *
TMNfTR = 9 0 0 TMXTRP 27 0 0 DTMNRC = 0 0 0
ACTIVITY GCjOUP 1 NAG 2 DTMXAG 0Id 0 0
ACTIVITY t ACTIVITY GROOP 1
DACT 5 0 3 30 ..OTAMRC 0 0 .a DTMNNAW 0 0 0
N4RCM.-! I NtRCD 1 S ICOnE = 0
I4SET3s I IYSETES 0 IATT = 0
IE5s - 5' IFIXRSW 1 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET' ACTIVITY 1 ACTViTY GROUP 1
WaSRkQD 1 NCAN xi
ICAN '2 * * * *
TRS .0 O 0 OTD .O 3 30
', . 0. CD O 0 SdTCD 0O
LDOCL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTiVITY GROiP1
JESNO · 1 GUNREQ= 420 6n0o
1RS ,z .0 O 0 DTD = O 30.
LOPAL RE§ORC SET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUPi
?ESNO i- 5 GQNREQs 1inOn
.R 5 , O O 0 DYD - O S 30
yOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiViTY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP1
RESNO S 6 (UNREQG 1,qnOo
YY:, ,0 0 0DD TO O. 3 30.
AOCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 4CTIVITY GROU1P
ESNO 7 QUNRE£Q 13.n0o
Ps . OO 0 3 30.-
iCAL RESORC ST ACT IITYOi ACTIVITY GROUPI
$NO * 8 GUNREG 18 50O
' O O DTD o 3 30
OXto RESORC SET I-ACTI-VITYr-i ACTIVITY GROUP: 
FIXNOs 2 UNREQ 2.no00o
AiC V iY 2' AC IVITY GROOP 1
fD T" _ d6 4 20 DTAMRCi 0o O o DTMNNA" 0 0 0
NARC'5 ! NARCD P 2 ICOE 5 0
!EisarrS ISET$S 0 IATT 5 0
IRES a 5, jFIXR$8'2 VT = o
ASTAONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTTViTY GROUP I
VAS0RD?2 NCAN 2'
ICAN 2 3 . *. * 
TfS 8_0- 0 DTD 0.. 4 20
Po! -;0 .CD a 0 SOTCD" 0
LbAiL RE8ORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 2 iCTiVITY GROUPi
E60N 1'. OUNREQG 42o,60n
s !e .0 0 0 OO 0. 4 20.
LoeAL OREMOC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUPI:
sO ,r : 5 QUNREeG' 1, o0
,! .8 .0 - 0 DTO 0e n .20.BOUaL REGORC SET 3 ACTlVITr 2 aCTIVITYV ROjP1
'. .. _ _.. ..E .1. 000.
oo P - 0.. 4 ?°-..
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_OSAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY ? ACTIVITY GRO!J'1
IESNO = 7 QUNRE-- 13,noo
TRS = 0 0 3 DTD = C 4 0
-OAL RESORC SET 5 ACTIVITY -? ACTIVITY GROUD1
RESNO = 8 QUNRE,4 1. n(n
TRS = 0 0 3 DTU = 4 2f:
-=tED RESORc SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVIT Y GPOIJP 1
IFIXNO = 2 UNREQ = .?,non
'TXED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY P ACTIVIT Y GROIJ 1
IFTXNo= 3 UNREQ = 14 i,n-j
ACTIVITY GROUP 2 NAG = 2 DTMXA[;= 1l" 0; 0
AST VITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2DrTAT = 0 3 30 DTAMRC: 0 0 1 DTI'MNAN 0 0 0
NAR:M = 1 NARCD = 1 VConE = U
T ASTS= I ITSETS: 0 I ATT = 
ES = 5 IFIXRS= 1 VT = I;
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 A'TIVITY GROUP 2
NASR9QC1 NCAN =1
IChN =3 * *
TRS = 0 0 OT? = _ 3 30
°3~ = 0 CD = 3 SOTCD=
-_O.AL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY Ai CTIVITY G)ROLD2
RESNO : 1 QUNRE:=: 42:', nl30
TRS 0 0 ODTD = 0 3 3
-OCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY ACTIVITY GRO!JD2
RESNo = 5 QUiIREFQ I1 rin:
TRS = 0 0 O 0DT = c 1 3n
OAL RESoRC SET 3 ACTIVITY : ACTIVITY GRO3U2
ESNO 6 OUNREO= : . no
T%=3 0 0 0 DTD = C 3 
JnAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROiJD2
RESNO = 7 QUNRE(.:= 13 .nr
TRS = 0 0 O 0TD = C 3 3!
,OCAL RESORC SET 5 ACTIVITY J ACTIVITY GROJ>2
RENO = 8 QUNREC= 1. nzr
TRS 0 0 0 DTO = G C 3,!,
-'"ED RESORc SET 1 ACTIVITY ACT VITY GROIJD 2
IcTXN¢.
=
2 UNREG = 2, nCn
AZ.TIVTY 2 ACTIVITY GR'OUP 2'
DTA3T o 0 4 20 OTAMC
=
-- 0 C DIMNNI.= 0 n 0
NARSM : 2 NARCD = 2 IcCnE = (
rAS-TS= i ITSETS= 0 I'TT = 1
';ES = 5 IFIXRS: 2 V, = 0
ASTRONAUT .SET I ACTIVITY 2 A-TIVITY GRo.JP 2
NASROD=2 NCAN =2
fCAN =2 3 * * * 
TRS 0 0 0 DTD = . 4 2-
^9 = 0 CD = 0 STnrcD= 
_OZAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUD2
RE SNO = 1 GUNRE(_= 42 ., nCor
T.RS 0 0 O DTD = C 4 22
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.OZAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP2
RESNO 5 QUNREGQ 1 .no
tRS = 0 0 0 DTD . 0 4 20
LOZAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROIJ2
3ESNO = 6 GUNRE:= 1*a6n
7RS * 0 0 0 DTD 0 4 20L.OCAL RESORC SET 4 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP2
iESNO = 7 QUNREQ= 13*n00
tPRS " 0s. 0 o C 0 20
'LOCAL RESORC SET ACTVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP2
jESNO = 8 QUNREQ= 18,nOo
TRS = 0 0 0 DD 2 G 4 2r,
F'TKED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
IFIXNO= 2 UNREQ = 2,0oo
'T~XED RESORC SET 2 ACTiVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
IFIXNO= 3 UNREQ 140.O00o
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ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING EQUIPMENT (M509)
A. OBJECTIVE
* Determine feasibility of, and compare the performance of, several maneuvering
methods (direct jet, rate gyro/jet, control moment gyro and hand held
maneuvering unit) using the Automatically Stabilized Maneuvering Unit
(ASMU).
o Obtain correlation data between ground simulation and space flight.
B. OPERATIONS
* Crewmen will test each maneuvering method while in shirt sleeves and





o Run 1 (Astronauts 2 & 3)
o Run 2 (Astronauts 1 & 3)
o Run 3 (Astronauts 2 & 3)
























PR.OTYS 77 DES : 45 PRO : 10C DIF = 34
NAGXO'c 4 NXOPCM= 1 NXOPCD= I CODE = 1
IBF3Riju PRET1 = -0 IBFOR2= PRET2 *
TMNT-R 26 O o TMXTR= 28 0O n oDTNRC = 0 - O
ACT v'I TY GROUP 1 NAG = 2 DTMX4AGz 5 0
ACTTTVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTAT : 0 0 18 DTAMRCs 0 0 n DTMNNA 0 O 0
NARCM 1 NARCD ' 1 I COE : 0
tASENTS= 2 ITSETS= O IATT = 0
!RES a 0. IFIXRS = 0 VT = O
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTIViTY GROUP I
\ASRQD-2 NCAN :2
iCAN =2 3 * * * *
TRS: 0 0 0 DTD 0 3
CPO = 0 CD 0= SOTCD= 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY I AcTiVITY GROUP 1.
NASRGD1i NCAN =2
ICAN =2 3 * *
TRS = O 0 3 DTD = C i 5
CP3: 0 CD = 0 SDTCD= 0
ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DT'ACT z0 4 25 DTAMRC 0 O, 0 DTMNNAN 0 O O
NARCM a I NARCD - 1 ICOnE = 0
TASErS 1I ITSETS= 0 IATT a 0
IRES * 3 IFIXRS= 1 VT : 0
AStRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GRoUP i
.NASRQD=2 NCAN =2
ICAN =2 3 * *
TRS, ' O 0 O OTO O 4 25
4p:'. = 0 CD = O SDTCD 0o
LOCAL RESORC SET I ACTiVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROOPI
RESNO a 1 GUNREQ= 206,noni
T RS; 0 0 0 DTD : 4 25
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUPI
qESNO = 3 GUNREQ 1. 0oo
1RS- 0 0 QTa 0 4i 25
L.OCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUPi
RESNO * 6 QUNREQ' 1. 0o
TRS' = 0 0 O DTD = O 4 25
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FlxED RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROOP .
iFIXNOw 2 UNREQ a lo,non
ACTIIVTY G9cOUP 2 NAG; 2 DOMXAGC 0 5 0
AT I ViY I ACTI VI TY GROUP 2
DTACT . 0 0 18 DTAMRCU 0 0 0 DTMhNA" 0 0 0
NARCM : i NARCO a 1 ICOE O
TASETSi 2 ITSETSw 0 I ATT 0
Tq ES O . IFIXRS = 0 VT O 0
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVItY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
NASR0D=2 NCAN =2
tCAN l 3 . *
TRS a 0 O 0 DTO 0 n 3.
Peo a 0 CD = 0 SOTCD= 0
ASTRONAUt SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP 2
NySRaDw NCAN :2'
ICAN ,1 3-. * * *
TRS. O 0 3 DTD O n 15
Ppo, a 0 CD .0 SOTCDx O
ACTTVyTY 2 ACTIVITY GROVP 2
DTACT = 0 4 25 QTAMRC' 0 0 0 DTMNNA = 0 0 0
NARC F 1. NARCDO 1 ICODE = 0
TASETS 1 ITSETSm 0 IAT? = O
TRES: 3 . IFIXRS= 1, VT 3 °
ASTRONAUT 'SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTiVITY GROUP 2
VASRQD=2 NCAN =2
.CAN 1 3 * * *
TRS;: 0 0 O DTO = O 4 25
t;PO 0 O CD = O SoTCDo 0
dOCAL RE80RC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 4 CTIVITY GROUP2
RESNO . I QDNNREQO 206.n0O
T.RSt. 0 a 0 OTC : s 4 25.
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP2
qESNO a 3 QUNWREe 1.noo
RS g , 0 0 O DD O0 4 25
LOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP2
RESNO · 6 QUNREQ= 1.e0o
TRS' 0 O D0 D ' 0 4 25
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j'IXEO RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
iFIXNOO 2 UNREG = ln.non0
ACTIVITY GRoUP 3 NAG= 2 DTMXAG= o 5 15
ATrVVITY t ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DTACTT 2 0 O 18 DTAMRC= 0 0 O DTMNNA9 0 0 0
NARCM - 1 NARCD : 1 IconE 0 o
TAS1-TS 2 ITSETS = 0 IATT : O
TRES O. IFIXRS= O VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTtVITY GROUP 3
VASRQD.2 NCAN =2
iCAN :2 3 * * * *
TRS: = - 0 ODTO 0; 3
6Po x O CD : 0 SQTCD = 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiViTY GROUP 3
IASRQD=5 NCAN =2
iCAN w2 3 * * * *
T'RS 0 o 0 3 DTo = a ni5
CP3 = O CD= 0 SDTCD:=
ATIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROVP 3
DTAT 0 4 35 DTAMRC= .0O 0 DTMhNA 0. O 0
NAR M r* i NARCD = 1 ICOnE -= 
.ASETSt i ITSETS= 0 IATT = 0
TiES: , 3 IFIXRS= 1 'VT : 
ASTRONAUT. SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTIViTY GROUP 3
NASROD'2 NCAN -2
1CAN =2 3 * * *
TRS- 0 0 0 ODTD = 0 4 35
qPO O CD 0 SOTCD= 0
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP3
ESNO = 1 QUNREQ= 206.0non
FT~RS ' O0 0 DTD .4 35.
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTiVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP3
SESNO = 3 QUNREQ' i.0noo
tRs ' 0 0 0OTD O. 4 35
LOCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP3
RESNO ' 6 QGNREQ l. noo
TRS' a 0 0 DTD 0 O 35
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r.wrD RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 C'TIVITY GROUP 3
iFTXNOa 2 UNREG 10o,n00
ACTiviTy GROUP.4 NAGX 2 DTMXAC= 0 4 0
AWITVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 4
DTAOT = 0 0 18 DTAMRC. 0 0 0 DTMNNAQ 0 O 0
NARCM * 1 NARCD = 1 I cOnE c o
I sEtsu 2? ITSETS O0 IATT 0 O
TIES. = O. IPFIXR$S O0 VT .0
ASTRONAUT" SET t ACTIVITY 1 ACTTVITY GROUP 4
yASRQD22 NCAN. =2
CAN =! 2 * *
TRS 0 0 0 DTO = 0 n 3
cp3: a 6CPw O CD a O SOTCDO o
ASTONAUTY ET 2 ACTIVITY I ACTiViTY GROUP 4
'ASRD=I"l NCAN ,2'
iCAN 1. 2 a.. 0 
RS .' 0 0 3 DTD 0 n 15
CP3O .. O CD .0 SOTCD' O
AT'IYVITY 2 ACYIVITY GROUP 4
DoT . 3 19 DTAMRC - 0 0 O.DTMKNA" 0 0 0
NARCM ? 1. NARCD 1- : IcOnE s 0
T SETS. 1. ISETS O0 I ATT 0
I1ES- a 3, IFeI XRS 1_ VT 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTTViTY GROUP 4
I'ABRODP2 NCAN =2
fCAN i 2 4,** *
TRS: · 0 0 0 OTD = 0 3 15
PFo; 9O CD OSO SQTCDt 0
LOCiAL RESORC SET 1 ACTVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP4
4ESNO 1 I QOUNREQ' 206,noo
tR$. : . 0° 0 DTD 0 3 15
LOb¢L AE8oRC SET 2 ACT VITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP4
RESNO ' 3 QUNREQ' 1.onO
1RS 0 O O8 O QTD 3 0 3 15OCAL RESORC SET. AcTTVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP4
RESNO 3 6 GQNREQ 1, . oo
fRS' 8 o 0 o D O0 3 15
0i7XED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 4
FItXNoq 2 UNREO io.n0oo
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I'iECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
NUCLEAR EMULSION (S009)
A. OBJECTIVE
o Study charge spectra of cosmic ray particles.
o Obtain detailed composition of heavy primary nuclei.
o Search for rare particles.
o Study these phenomena as function of solar cycle.
B. OPERATIONS
o Emulsion package is activated as soon as possible into the mission,
and deactivated at the end of the mission and placed in experiment





o Activation of emulsion
package










o Must point into space, with line-of-sight clear of the earth's atmosphere,












Y~ 75 DES 69 PRO : io0C DIF
)0 1 NXOPCMu 1 NXOPCD 1 lCODE a 1
1; PRETI = -0 IBFOR2: PRET2 
1 2 12 0 TMXTR = 29 0 0 DTMNRC= 0
ACTIV'iTY GROUP.1 NAG= 1 DTMX4G= 26 2 0
ATTVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTAJCT 26 1 0 DTAMRC: 0 0 0 DTMNNA =
NARCM - i NARCD = I ICOnE = 0
T$ASETS 2 ITSETS5 0 IATT = 0
I ES : 0. IFIXRS= 0 VT = 0
ASTPONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP
A SRD =* NCAN :3
iCAN a1 2 3 * * 
TRS: 0 0 0 DTD = 0 n 23
cp3. 0 CD = 0 SDTCD = n
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP
JASRQD=I NCAN =3'
ICAN Ei 2 3 * * *
TRS R 26 0 48 DTD = 0 n 12






ZERO-G SINGLE HUMAN CELLS (S015)
A. OBJECTIVE
e Observe the effects of zero gravity on living human cells in a tissue
culture.
B. OPERATIONS
e Perform necessary biopack feed, label, rinse and fix cycle.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
a Perform on fourth and tenth days.
D. PERFORMANCE
Operation
e Preparation, first label
injection
o Rinse, second label injection












A 45-minute delay is needed between the first and second operations,









. - OETAILED EXOP DEFINITION
SO1S'-' ZEROwC SINGLE
PRTIQTY 71 DES 60 PRO
NAGtOi6 1 NXOPCMH 2 NXOeCO= 2
!BFORi= PRETI = -0 IBFOR2=
TMNtR T MXKR
4 5 0 O O
'= 100 DIF A 23
CODE R 3
PRET2 = *'
ACTIVI!T GROUP i NAG4 3 DTMXAGC 0 2 30
A.TIVfTY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTAT a 0 0 15 DTAMRCa 0 0 0 DTMNNA=
NaRCM' 1 NARCOD 1 ICOoE = 0
14SErSI i ITSETS = 0 IATT 0 O
IqES!. ' 0. IFIXR$ 0 VT -. 0
AStRONAUT SET ACT IVITY 1 ACTiViTY GROUP
ASQRGD±I NCAN ;3
iCAN "3 2 1 * *
TRS: .0 -0 0 OTO a 0 i5
ePO'. 0 CD =.0 SDTCDO0
4ATVYI TY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DOi'T 5 0 0 10 DTAMRC4 0 0 OO DTMNNAM
NARCt a I NARCD w 1 I(OoE = 0
IaSES ls 1 ITSETS: 0 IATT = O
tE$:. ' 0. IFIXRS = 0 VT 0 O
ASTRONAUT 'EY I ACTI VI TY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP
NASRbQDi NCAN =3
LCAN 63 2 1 * * *
TRS! O 0 s 0 OT O. o io
CPOz aO CD =. O SOTCD3 0
AgTIVrTY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
oYa' o 0o 25 OTAMRC' O0 0 o DTMNNA4
NARCM . 1 NARCO 8 1 ICOoE = O
Tasfrs s ITSvTs- O I0ATT - O
IRE~L - O0 IPIXR$* 0 VT =.0
A5R'ONAUT SEfT 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTiViTY OROUP
ASRGDQ1i NCAN. =3:
ICAN 3 '2 2 * * 
TRP s -O 0 0 DTJD 0 O 25






UV STELLAR ASTRONOMY (S019)
A. OBJECTIVE
o Obtain UV photographic exposures of 27 star fields on celestial sphere.
B. OPERATIONS
* Locate and photograph preselected UV areas.
e Six exposures per star field; programmed exposure times will be 30
seconds, 1 minute, and 2 minutes (2 exposures for each time).
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
o Experiment must be performed during dark side passes (experiment will
remain on airlock during day portion of orbit but will not require
attention of astronaut; experiment should be demounted and stowed between
observing periods separated by more than 12 hours to minimize exposure,
to radiation).
o At least two separate observing periods be allotted to this experiment
with an interval of at least five days between the two.
* It is assumed that two target fields (i.e., 12 exposures) may be photographed
during onenight time pass.
D. PERFORMANCE
Operation
e Installation of specto-
graph and mirror system













* OA orientation: ±2 degrees attitude hold.








$019.. UV STELLAR ASTR
PRIOTY.' 48 DES 52 PRO " 100 DIF 18
NCGXO'. 1 NXOPCMT 2 NXOPCD a 2 CODE ' 1
8BFIRisa PRETI -O IBFOR2' p RET 2 
TMNTR 11i 0 0 ?MXTR - 27 0 0 DTMNRC= 9 0 O
ACT!VITTY GROUP 1 NAGs 3 DTMXAGa 5 0 0
A.TI.VITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
OTAcT 2 0 0 30 DTAMRC= 0 0 O.DTMNNA" 0 O 0
NARCM : NARCD 1 i ICOnE : 0
14SETS= 1 ITSETS= 0 IATT = 0
TRES- . 0O .. I XRS 0 VT O
aSTRONAUT $Ei 4ACTIVITY I ACT 'VIY O RoUP 1
'YAS4RQDl NCAN :3
ICAN "3 2 1 *- 
TRrs 0 0 0 OTO = 0 30
CP0,, ... 0 CD = . SDTCD O0
A;TIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTCA'T . 0 1 30 DTAMRCa 0 0 O.DTMNNA : 0 O O
N4RC:. 7Z NARCO = 7 ICONE z 0
T4$ETSu i ITSETS$ I IATT 3 1
TtES.. O .I...IXRS$ 0 VT - _0
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 2 ACTiVITY {gROUP i
.ASROD1I NCAN =3
IC4N =3 2 1,-* *
TR: a 0 i 0 OTO 0 o3 30
Po'.. a 0. CD a 0 SOTCD0 o
TRAJECTORY SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP i
00DY' a SUN BODNAM= SUN i.TF - 0
TRS * 0 O O D0O.O = n 0 56
ATTITUDE SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
.0oOEC * 1.
R$ O I O DTD O0 0 36
A i'ivIfY 3 ACtIVITY GROOiP 1
D CT - i 0. oOTAMRC O 0_ 0 DTMNNAQ 0 0 0
N RC ! 1 NARCD 8 I ICOnE  Q
1ASE TS I ITSET$s 0 IkT; 0
ItES._ * O. I:IXRS4 0 VT . o0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVI?'Y 3 ACTIV I''Y GROUP i
NASRQDo1 NCAN 3 --
fCAN =3 2 1 * *
TRSa' . 0 0 0 OTO -o
CPlO . o Co-= 0O SbTCD. 
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UV/X-RAY SOLAR PHOTOGRAPHY (S020)
A. OBJECTIVE
e Photographically obtain spectograms of solar radiation between 10-200
angstroms over two ranges and resolutions during active and inactive
solar conditions.
B. OPERATIONS
e Obtain solar photographs of "quiet" sun using pre-established exposure
periods; 10 exposures, two each of the following lengths: 60 minutes,
30 minutes, 15 minutes, 8 minutes and 5 minutes (the 60-minute exposures
may be broken down into two 30-minute exposures).
e Obtain additional exposures during periods of solar activity when informed
by ground that a solar flare is to occur.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
o Perform during daylight, between 5 minutes after OA sunrise and 5 minutes
before OA sunset.
o Preferable to photograph one sequence of each exposure length as early
as possible in the mission and the remainder as late as possible.
D. PERFORMANCE Minimum No. Duration of No. of
Operation of Performances Performance Crewmen
* Experiment setup in SAL 2 35 min 1
e 5-exposure sequence 2 2 hr 30 min 1
(include 6-minute preparation:
for each exposure)
o Stow film/shut down system 2 45 min 1
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
e Attitude hold: ±-.25 degree when photographing solar disc.
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3ETAILED EXOP DEFINITION
S020 X-RAY SOLAR PH
DRIOTYb 84 DES ' 58 PRO · iOU10L U 29
NAGXOo9 1 NXOPCMP 2 NXOPGD = 2 CODE = 1
!8FORA PRET1 = -O I6FOR2= PREIZ = *
TMNTRQ 3 0 0 TMXTR= 27 U 0 DTMNRC I O0
ACTIVITY GROUP 1 NAG= 6 DTMXAG; 26 0 0
ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP i
OTACT = 0 0 35 DTAMRC= 0 O 0 DTMhNAM 0 O
NARCM .1 NARCOD 1 ICODE = 0
IASETS2 i ITSETS3 0 IATT = 0
IRES: w O. IFI'XRS O VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GFOUP 1
MASRGQDi NCAN =3
ICAN '3 2 1 * * 
R8: 0 0 0 DTD =0 O 35
CPO . CD 0o SDTCD= 0
ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP i
DTACT · 0 0 36 DTAMRC= 0 0 0 DTMNNA4 = j 0 0
NARCM I 3 NARCD O 3 ICOOE 0 O
IASETS, 1I ITSETSW 1 IATT : 1
IRES 4 1 IFIXRS= 0 VT _ 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GIOUP 1
NASRQD=1 NCAN =3.
ICAN 33 2 1 * * *
TRS O 0 O DTD 0 O 36
CPO = 0 CD O0 SDTCU O0
TRAJECTORY SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GRUUP 1
803Y = SUN BODNAM= SUN LTF -0 O
TRS: = 0 0 5 ODTD 0 0 41
ATTITUDE SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GRCUP 1
OO3EC a I
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TRS = 0 0 0 UTU = 0 0 36
_OvAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY UR,!UP1
RESNO ' 1 QUNRLAz 7,000
TRS = 0 0 ODTU 00 36
ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROIJP 1
DTACT = 0 0 21 DTAMRC = 0 0 C DTMNA= 0 O
NARZM = 1 NARCOD 1 ICODE = 1
TI4STS= I ITSETS= 1 IATT = 1
IRES : 1 IFIXRS= 0 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET l ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
qASRGQC= NGAN =3
IC4N =3 2 1 * *
TRS = 0 0 0 OTI = O 0 21
SD3 = 0 CD = 0 SDTCU= 0
TRAJECTORY SET 1 ACiIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GRUU' 1
300Y : SUN BOUNAMB SUN LTF z 0
TRS 0 0 5 DTD 0 0 26
ATTITUDE SLT 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GRCUP 1
MO)EC = 1
TRS = 0 0 0 DT = 0 0 21
_OSAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY R-UPl1
RESNO = 1 GUNRLG= 7,000
TRS = 0 0 0 DTV 0 0 21
ACTIVITY 4 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTA'T : 0 0 14 DTAMRC = 0 0 0 DTMNNA4 0 0
NARM : 1 NARCD = 1 ICODE = 1
IAS-TS; 1 ITSETS = 1 IATT = 1
TRES = 1 IFIXRS= 0 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 4 ACTIVITY GhOUP 1
4A3RQG=1 NqAN =3
ICAN =3 2 1 * * *
TRS' O0 0 0 I'l = 0 0 14
wP = 0 CD: 0 SDTCDU 0
TRAJECTORY SET 1 ACTIVITY 4 ACTIVITY GRWUP 1
303Y = SUN BOUNAM= SUN LTF = 0
TRS : 0 0 5 DTD : 0 19
ATTITUDE ST 1 ACTIVITY 4 ACTIVITY GRCUH 1
~03EC = 1
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TRS: = 0 0 O DT = 0 0 14
.OCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 4 ACTIVITY (RJUP1
RESNO = I QUNREQ = 7,000
TRS- = 0 0 0 DTU x 0 0 14
ACTIVITY 5 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTfAT '0 O 1± DTAMRC: 0 0 0 DTMNNA9 u 0 0
NARCM = 2 NARCU = 2 ICODE : 1
TAS.TS: 1 ITSETS= 1 IATT : 1
IRES 1 IFIXRS: 0 VT : 0
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 5 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
NASRQGD1 NCAN =3
ICAN 3 2 1 " * *
TRS 0 0 0 DTD - 0 0 1l
vp : O0 CD = 0 SDTCU= 0
TRAJECTORY SET 1 ACTIVITY 5 ACTIVITY GRUUP' 1
30DY ; SUN BODNAM= SUN LTF = 0
TRS: 0 0 5 DTD 0 16
ATTITUDE SET 1 ACTIVITY 5 ACTIVITY GRGUP I
1OOEC " 1
TRS = 0 0 .0 UTU 0 0 11
.OCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 5 ACTIVITY (RUUP1
iESNO 1 QUNREa = 7,000
TRS 0 0 0 DTU = 0 0 11
ACTIVITY 6 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTACT = Q 0 45 DTAMRC= 0 0 0 DTMNNaU u 0 0
NARSM c 1 NARCU - 1 ICODE s 0
IAS-TS= 1 ITSETS: 0 IATT w 0
IRES = 0o IFIXRS= 0 VT : 0
ASTRONAUT SET 1 AGTIVITY 6 ACTIVITY ROBuP I
4ASRQD=1 NCAN =:3
ICAN =3 2 1 * * *
TRS: 0 0 0 DTDL O 0 45




* Determine distribution, composition, and morphologies of micrometeorites
in near-earth space.
B. OPERATIONS




D. PERFORMANCE Minimum No. Duration of No. of
Operation of Performances Performance Crewmen
o Unstow, set up, and 1 43 min 1
extend to operating system
8 Expose cassettes 1 72 hr 1*
o Retrieve and stow 1 15 min 1
* Crewman necessary for first 5 minutes only to backup with onboard
activation if ground control monitoring malfunctions.
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
a Experiment hardware will be positioned by deployment of the T027 extension




RPI9TY'i 95 DES 66 PRO s 100 DIF =
NAGxo0t 1 NXOPCMR 1 NXOPCD: i CODE e 1
[BFQRi= PRETi = -O YBFOR2m PRET2 a *
T!MNTR
.
2 0 0 TMXTRX 27 0 0 DTMNRC 0 0 0
ACT ilTY G9OUP 1 NAG= 2 DTMXAG= 3 3 0
A"TI.VITY i ACTIVITY GROyP 1
DT;AT = 3 0 43 DTAMRCQ 0 0 0 DTMhNAu
NARZCHM i NARCO =1 ICOOE z O
TIAS'TS. i ITSETS 0 IJATT? i
I ES- = 1 . IF'IXRSz 0 VT . O0
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVIYY i ACTjVjTY GROUP
WASRQD0I NCAN =3
[CAN 1i 2 3 * *
TR.S' 0 0 0 OTD n 48
P3 ... . CD = 0 S.TCDn QO
ATTITUDE SET I ACTIVXTY i ACTIVITY GRCUP 1
_ODEC 1.
,RS . O 0 ODTD = 3 .0 43
_.OCAL RESORC SET I ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GF
RESNO = i QUNREGQ 5o,:fio
TR9 0 0 o DTD 3 A 43
AcTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROQP 1
DT~ACT = O 0 OTAMRCU 0 0 0 DTMN:NAQ
NARCM , 1 NARCO 1 le COE 5 0
IASETS.a 1 ITSETS 0 IATT- ' 0
TIES- O. IFIXRSP 0 VT _.O
ASTRONAUT SET i ¢ACTIVITY 2 AcTiViTY GROUP 
MASRGDMI NCAN =3
ICAN i1 2 3 * *
Rs! N 0 0 0 OTO = 0. i5







MULTISPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHIC FACILITY (S190)
A. OBJECTIVE
a Obtain multispectral photographic data to provide for a wide range of
user oriented studies and determine the extent to which precision and
repetitive multispectral photographic data from space can be effectively
applied to earth resources discipline.
B. OPERATIONS
e Photography in local vertical attitude over prescribed land mass targets.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
* Sun elevation angle greater than 30 and 20 degrees in the summer and
winter hemispheres, respectively.
e Exposures limited to daylight passes only.
e Approximately 20 percent of the exposures made with sun less than 60
,degrees above horizon.
* Targets are preselected land mass areas; distribution will be 70% to
80% over the United States with the balance over other countries.
e Cloud cover should not exceed TBD% unless under specific instructions
from the ground.
D. PERFORMANCE
e The number of performances will depend upon the availability of targets
during the mission; mimimum number of performances is 45 for the 3 missions.
Each performance has the following operations, requiring one crewman:
* Preparation (unstow, position camera, install film) - 25 minutes
o Photography (exposures of prescribed land masses) - 10 minutes
* Post-operational (remove film, stow camera) - 25 minutes
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
* Alignment of the camera array principal axes to be within ±2.5 degrees
of the nadir.




PRTOTYa 51 DES = 64 PRO = 100 DIF = 16
NAGXO3O 4 NXOPCMP 1 NXOPCD = 1 cODE I 1
ISBFR1i. pRETl = O -i BFOR2= PRET2 N *
TMlNTlR 5 0 0 TMXTR= 27 0 0 DTMNRC = 0 0 0
ACTiVITY GROUP 1 NAG- 1 DTMXAG: 23 0 0
A;TyvITY 1 ACTIVITY GROlP 1
DTCT = O 1 0 DTAMRC- 0 0 0 DTMhNA I
N4RCM = 2 NARCD ; 4 IcOnE 0= 
iase'sT i ITsETSa 1 iATT ; 0
TqES: ' i IPIXR = 0 VT = o
ASTRONAUT SET' I ACTIVITY I ACTiVITY GpOUP i
WVASRQD'i NCAN =2'
ICAN =3 2- * * 
TRS' 0 0 O DTD a C 1 0
CP o w a CD ; 0 SOTCD 
TRAJECTORY SET I ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP
BO0Y ; LANDMK BODNAM= ANOMLY I TF I 1
TRS3. . 0_ 29 DTD 0 a 2
?TMIN a 0 9 0 DOMAX n 16. 0
LOCAL RESORc SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GR
RESNO = io QUNREeG 1,noo
TRS' 0 0 0 DTD 0 0 
0' 0 0
lOUP1
ACfIVITY' GOUP. 2 NAGC I DTMXAGN 23 0 0
ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DTC'T 0 1 0 DTAMRCU 0 0 0 DTMNNAU 0 a 0
NR:t 0. 4 NARCD c 6 IcOnE 0
SETeS .s ITSETS= 1 IATT s 0
1 RES ° 1 IF:I XRSB - VT O.0
ASTAONAUT SET. i ACTIVITY I ACTiViTY GROUP ;
'NASRQDmi NCAN 2'
iCAN =3 2 * * * *
TRS' a 0 0 0 TD 0 1 0
CPo. O D a O SDTCDO 
TRAJECTORY SET I ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
oooY a LANDMK BODNAM= TEXAS i TF i 1:
aq:= o 0 a29 'DD · n0 2
qTMIN = 0 9 0 0DMAX = n 16 o
LDCAL RE6ORC SET 1 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP2
JESNO 10 QOUNREQ i 0no0
TRS: N 0 ' 0 ODTOD 1 
Aic'V!YTY GcoUP 3 NAGC 1 DTMXACG 23 0 0
AcTiVlTY i 9ACYIVITY GROUP 3
DTApc z 1 . 0e OTAMRCa 0 O_ O DTMNNA1 O 0 O
NARCM a 3 NARCOD 5 IconE = 0
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tASESa; i ITSETS= 1 IATT a 0
;i ES':t 1. -2 I .iXRS = O I V.T V0
ASTPONAUT SETf AcTIV]r 1 ACTIViTY GROUP 3
N'ASR1D=i NCAN =2
ICAN w3 2 *
TRS' ' 0 O DTOD 1 o
qPo "0. CD = 0 SDTCD= 0
TRAJECTORY SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP
3C0Y LANDMK BODNAHs ONTAR! I TF = 1
TRS 0 o 29 DTD o 2
V"1IN .0 9 0 DTMAX = n 16 0
,OCAL RESORc SET 1 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GR
RESNO 0 iO QUNREQG 1,noo
TRS' 0 0 O DTD 0° 1 0
3
oOUP3
ACTV'ifTY GROUP 4 NAG" 1 DTMXACG 23 0 0
ACTIVITY 1 'ACTIVITY GROUP 4
DTCT s 0 1 0 DTAMRCU 0 0 0 DTMKNAX 0 0 0
NARCM 1 I NARCD = 2 IcOE = 0
I&SETS! 1 ITSETS= 1 IATT = 0
TRES . 1 .IIXRS= O VT =, o
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY i ACTiViTY GROUP 4
NRASRODvi NCAN =2
JCAN =3 2 * * *
TRS 0 O 0 DTD  0 0o
PO: = 0 CD O0 SOTCD2 0
TRAJECTORY SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACtIVITY GROUP 4
oo03Y LANDMK BODNAM= GANDER L'TF , 1
tRS .. O 0 029 DtD = 0 2
qTMYiN *:0 0 DTMAX O  n 16 O
IOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP4
SESNO = 1O QUNREGQ 1.n0o
TRS. 0 O D0 D O = 0 1 0
A-73
pRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FIIMl
IN-FLIGHT AEROSOL ANALYSIS (T003)
A. OBJECTIVE
* Measure the aerosol particle concentration and size distribution inside
the spacecraft as a function of time.
e Collect the measured aerosol particles for postflight analysis.
B. OPERATIONS
o As early as possible after OWS activation, the instrument will be
removed from its storage location and samples taken; measurements will
be continued periodically in the CM, forward dome, and crew quarters
until mission completion as per the following schedule:
a After securing nephelome-ter to CS-12 immediately following OWS acti-
vation, astronaut performs experiment at this station every eight
hours (±2 hours) thereafter.
a On days 4, 14, and 24, immediately following a reading at CS-12
he will move the experiment to CS-10, CS-1, and CS-ll and take
one reading with the instrument hand held at each of these stations,
respectively; the nephelometer is to be always returned to CS-12
with the experiment performed at the aforementioned frequency.
e One reading should also be taken on Jays 4, 14, and 24 whenever
crewman enters stations CS-15 (before food preparation and after
eating), CS-16 (before and after use of sanitary facilities), and
CS-14 (immediately after change and/or suit donning).
* At astronaut's discretion, 10 readings may be made during the flight
at times and positions that may be a source of particulate generation.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
* Ex8eriment is not to be performed if the cabin temperature is above
90 F or 85 percent relative humidity or if visible fogging exists.
D. PERFORMANCE Minimum No. Duration of No. of
Operation of Performances Performance Crewmen
e Reading at CS-12 66 3 min 1
* Readings at CS-10, CS-1, 3 15 min 1
CS-1I
* Readings at CS-15, CS-16, 3 24 min 1
CS-14
e Astronaut selected readings 10 7 min 1
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
None
; Preceding page blank
A-75
DETAILED rEY DEFI;JlITIION
TOO3A I ,LIrJL T NEPNE
PR[STY= A8 cE~ - 82 PRO 10C DIF 21NAGXD'- 2 NXDPCGln 3 NXOPCD: 3 COCE : 3
1T3F41r: r~EI : -0 iBFOR2: PRET2 s ·
V4NTR TMxKR
4 0 n 5 0 0
ACTlIVTY GROUP : NAG: 1 DTMXAG= i n 0
ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DCT : 0 0 1 D TAMRCm O 16 Hl DTMNNA=
NARSM : 2 NARCD : 2 IcOnE : 0
TAS=TS: I ITSETS: 0 IATT = :
TRES I 0 IFIXRS= O VT = 3
ASTRONAUt S$FT ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY CROUP
\A SRC :I NCAN =3
ICAN :1 2 3 * * *
TRS a O O0 DTD o 0 l 8
Pg ,. z I CD = 2 SDTCDu 1
3TNC: = 0 0 0 DTMXCD: 0 n 1
0 0 0
1
ACTIVITY GROUP 2 NAG= 1 DTMXAGC
AtT!VITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DTAST . O 0n 18 DTAMRC= 0o 
NARM : I NARC 1 I cOnE
TASE-S: I ITSETS= 0 IATT
!TES = o . i~IXRS; o VT
ASTROtAUT SET 1 AcTIVITY 1 acTfT
NASROD=1 NCAN =3
JCAN xi 2 3 4 * *
TRS' 0 0 0 DTO O 0
,P3 = i C D:1 SDTCD= O
n 1 0









_ DETAILED EXOP DEFINITIoN
TO03B INFLIGHT NEPHE
PRItgTY3: 124 DES. 82 PRO
NACGXo · 2 NXOPCMD 22 NXOPCD= 23
IBFgR1i P.REi -O !BFOR2=





ACTlVITY GCOUP. NAG= 1 DTMXAG= 0 .0
AeTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
oTA'T = 0 0 3 DTAMRCm 0 17 n[ DTMhN
NARCOM 2 NARCO = 2 ICOnE = 0
TASETS 1i ITSETS 0 IAT; = 0
iEs a o0 ,IFIXRBm 0 VT o.0
ASTRON'AUT SET I ACrIVItY 1 ACTiVITY GAOl
yASRaOD!i NCAN =3
ICAN 1i 2 3 *+ *
tRS: .0 0 0 DTD O- n 3
PO: = 1 eD 5 2 SOTCD 1I
0TMNCD= 0 0 0 OTMXeDx 0 I
JAP
UP
aCTI1ViTY GROUP.2 NAGS 1 DTMXAG=
ATvIYITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DrAC¢T 0 0 3 OTAMRC 0  0TMC
NARCM I NARCOD 1 ICO±I
.SETSi . ITSETSP 0 IATT
tIES' O_ IPIFIXRSQ 0 VT
ASTRONAUT SET t ACTIVIYY I ACTi'
4ASRQDr1' NCAN 23
iCAN 1i 2 3 * '
tRS: :_0 0 0 DTO = 0_ n
CPO ='I CD 3 1 SDTCD 0O
0 1 '0











PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMU'
FOOT CONTROLLED MANEUVERING UNIT (TO20)
A. OBJECTIVE
e Determine feasibility of the Foot Controlled Maneuvering Unit (FCMU)
o Obtain operational data for future design and compare with other EVA
maneuvering concepts.
B. OPERATIONS
o Perform preselected maneuvers (suited and unsuited) using the FCMU
with and without a Propulsion Gas Umbilical (PGU).
e One astronaut operates FCMU while a second astronaut acts as observer
and safety man; upon completion of a series of maneuvers by one astronaut,
the two men will exchange places and repeat the maneuvers.
o A period at the beginning of each series of maneuvers will be
to practicing to develop a feel for the prescribed experiment
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
a Experiment will be performed in three. runs; each of the three







* Run 1 (Astronauts 1 & 2
test/shirtsleeve, Astronaut
1 tests/suited)
e Run 2 (Astronaut 2 tests/
suited)






















T0 20. FOOT CONTROLLE
PRTrTYF 126 DES = 70 PRO = 10Q DIF = 36
NAGXO'= 1 NXOPCMw 1 NXOPCD= 1 CODE i
I3FRtj= PRETi = -O IBFOR2: PRET2 a .
TMNTR: 14 0 0 TMXTR: 27 0 0 DTMNRC= O 0 0
ACTf'VITY GROUP 1 NAG: 3 DTMXAG= 8 0 0
ATIVTITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTlAT = 0 2 30 DTAMRCM 0 0 0 DTMNNAx 3 0 0
NARCM : i NARCD . 1 ICOnE = 0
TISETS 2 ITSETS = 0 IATT O0
ITRES 3 IFIXRS 2 VT = O
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTTVITY GROUP I
VASRQD=I NCAN =1
iCAN =1 * * * * *
rR's 0 0 DTD 3 0 30
CPO = 0 CD = 0 SOTCD = 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP i
uASRQD:1 NCAN 1=
ICAN =2 * * * *
TRS 0 0 9 OTO = 0 1 51
P3 =2 0 CD : 0 SOTCD 0D
LOCOAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY l ACTIVITY GROUPi
qESNO I tQNREQ= 126,n00o
RS : 0 0 9 DTD 0 1 51
nOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP1
RESNO · 3 GUNREQs 1,.n6
TRS c 0 0 9 TSD 0 1 51
LOCAL RESORC SET ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP
RESNO a 6 QUNREQ= i,non
TRS x 0 0 9 DTD = 0 O 51
'ITXED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 1
iFIXNnJ 2 UNREQ = 1,non
rTXED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
iFIXNO' 3 UNREQ = 14.n00
A-TIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DT T : O 1 30 DTAMRC= 0 0O DTMNNA = 3 0 0
NARCM = i NARCD = 1 ICOnE 0 O
TASETS- 2 ITSETS= O IATT : 0
TIES 3 IFIXRS = 2 VT - : 0
ASTRO:NUT SET i ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP i
yASROD=1 NCAN =i
ICAN =2 * * * 
RS 2 0 0 O0 DTD = O 30
po3 a O CD = 0 SOTCDO 0
ASTRONAUTL SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP I
qASRODfi NCAN -1
ICAN =1 * * * * *
iRS 0 0 10 DTD 0 f 50
P : 0 _° CO = 0 SOTCD O0
A-80
LO'AL RESORC SET.1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUPI
9ESNO 1 .QUNREQ= 126,.0Q
.RS . O 0 O DTD O n 5n
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP1
RESNO = 3 QUNRE: .1,nOo
T.RS: * 0 O o DTO n 5o.
'tOAL RESORC SET 3 ACTiVITy 2 ACTIVITY GRO6P1
~ESNO C 6 QUNREQ= 1, nO
TRS: .O O tO DTD 3 n 50
FXItXD RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
'FIXNO. 2 UNREGQ inOo
'1XED RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP I
t'FIXNC =: 3 UNREQ 14.600
ACTIViTY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
OTAcT = 0 1 5 DTAMRCP O O 0 DTMNNA= 0 0 0
NARCM = 1 NARCD 1 ICOnE = 0
TASETS! 2 ITSETS = 0 TT = 0
TRESi = 3 . -IFIXRS' 2 VT 0
ASTAONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 3 ACTiViTY GROUP I
VASRGD1I NCAN. :1
iCAN 3 * ** * *
TRS * 0 O OTD = O 1 5
~3'. n 0O CDo O SOTCDD 0
ASTRONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 3 ACTjVITY GROUP 1i
\IASto(D=I NCAN. =1
iCAN =2 * * * * *
TRS: 0 0 10 TO 0 n 25
PO: 0 O CD = O SDTCD = 0
,OCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUPI
RESNO · i QUNREQ = 126.lnOn
TRs: 3 .0 010 o TD * O n 25
LOCAL RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUPI
RESNO = 3 QUNREQ= 1GnO
iR3 = O 0 iO DTD = 0 - 25
L.OCAL RESORC SET 3 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUPI
RESNO ' 6 QONREQ = 1,noo
'RS: 0 io DTD - O i 25
FT.IXED RESORC SET 1 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP i
IFI XNO 2 UNREG i .6o
ztXED. RESORC SET 2 ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
[FIXNO= 3 UNREQ -- 14 ,00.
A-81
P?,PCrNrT PAGr, RTA1IN NOT FT[LMED'
ATM CONTAMINATION MEASUREMENT (T027)
A. OBJECTIVE
o Determine change in optical properties of windows, mirrors, gratings,
etc., resulting from deposition of contaminants.
o Measure sky brightness background caused by solar illumination of the
particle contaminants found about the OA.
o Provide a deployment mechanism for S149.
B. OPERATIONS
o Two systems employed to accomplish above objectives:
SAMPLE ARRAY SYSTEM - a sample array containing optical surfaces which
are exposed to collect contaminants; deployed out of SAL for five days,
then returned to earth for analysis.
PHOTOMETER SYSTEM - consists of a photoelectric and a photographic
photometer which provide photometric and photographic data on the
background brightness as a function of angular displacement of sun;
deployed out of SAL on sunside to scan celestial sphere for total of
four orbits.
C. PLANNING LIMITATIONS
o Sample array should be exposed for five days; waste dump should be
scheduled during first 24 hours of sample array exposure.
o Photometry system should scan celestial sphere once during day portion
of orbit and once during night portion of same orbit for a total of
four orbits (preferably consecutive).
e Schedule photometry system operation when B<40 degrees, where B is the
angle between the OA -Z axis and the solar vector (if scheduled to be
performed when B>40 degrees, a pitch maneuver is required).
e Experiment is not to conflict with S019, UV Stellar Astronomy.
D. PERFORMANCE Minimum No. Duration of No. of
Operation of Performances Performance Crewmen
o Activate sample array 1 19 min 1
o Deactivate sample array 1 33 min 1
o Set up and activate Photometer 1 43 min 1
System
e Calibrate; daylight/night data 4 85 min 1
scans
a Remove film, photometer, stow 1 29 min 1
E. POINTING REQUIREMENTS
a Required reference orientation is X-POP orientation mode provided Photometer
System is scheduled for performance while 3<40 degrees.




PRTO3TY 84 DES 68 PRO . 100 DIF 24
NAGXO2Q 2 NXOPCM i1 NXOPCD i -CODE a 1
I[FoRia PRET1 = -0 iBFOR2= pRET2 a ,
TMNTR = 3 0 0 TMXTR= 11i 0 DTMNRC= 0 0 0
ACTrIVITY GROUP I NAG = 3 DTMXAGc 8 0 0
AI'IVIfY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTACT = 0 0 43 DTAMRC= 0 0 0 DTMhNAx 0 0 0
NARZM 1 i NARCD 2 1 I cOE = o
IASEtS 1i ITSETS = 0 ILATT ' 0
IRES 2= 0 IFIXRS = 0 VT = 2
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY I ACTiViTY GROUP I
JASRQD1. NCAN :3
itCAN 23 2 1 * * *
Rs 0 0 0 O DTD = 0 n 43
CP CD: O SDTCD= 0
ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTAT = 0 1 33 DTAMRCW 0 0 O DTMNNA' 0 0 O
NARZM * 3 NARCD = 4 ICODE = 0
TASETS= i ITSETS5 1 IATT 1
IiES . 1. IFIXRS 0 VT 0
ASTtRONTAUT SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTiVITY GROUP i
PISRQC=1 NCAN =3
ICAN 35 2 1 * * *
TRS' 0 0 7 DTD : O 1 25
C = 0 CD = O SOTCDo 0TR4JECTORY SET 1 ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
5O0Y s SUN BODNAMX SUN iTF . 0
T.S- O 0 O DtD n.0 56
iTTITLJDE SET I ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GRCUP 1
IlDOEC a 2
$: = .0 0 7 DTD O 1 25
LOCAL RESORC SET I ACTTVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP1 
RESNo = 1 QUNREQ= 66,00o
TRS 0O 0 7 DTO 0 25
ACTIVITY 3 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DYAC' t 0 0 29 DTAMRC O0 O 0 DTMNNAS 0 0 O
NARc~ a 1 NARCOD '1 ICOOE = 0
IASETSu I ITSET$ = 0 IATT O0
IrES 2 a n I IXRSS 0 VT a 0
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 3 ACTiViTY gROUP I
A3SRQDDI NCAN =3
ICAN "3 2 i # * *
?RS' a 0 0 0 DTD 0 n 29
~t9 a0 cD ' 0 SDTCDw O
A-84
ACfIViTY GROUP 2 NAG: 2 DTMXACG 6 0 0
A TIVITv i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DTACT a 0 0 19 DTAMRCv 0 0 0 DTMNNA: 5 0 O
NARRM = i NARCD = 1 IcOnE = 0
I 5=AS i ITSETS O I AT : 0
IRES-. IFIXRS °.. VT 
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
iASRQODi NCAN =3
ICAN =3 2 1i * *.
TRSi o 0 O O DTD = O n 19
PO = O0 CD = O SDTCDm 0
LOCAL RESORC SET 1 ACTiVITY 1 ACTIVITY GROlJP2
_ESNO a i QUNREQ = 13,600
TRS' 0 0 19 DTD 5 n n
ACTTVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DToAT = 0 o 33 OTAMRC* 0 0 0 DTMNNA = 0 0 3
NARZM = 1 NARCD 1 I ICOnE - 0
&S'~TS= 1 ITSETS- 0 IATT -
IRtES O . IPIXRS = 0 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET' ACTIVITY 2 ACTiViTY GROUP 2
VASROD"I NCAN =3
iCAN *3.2 i * * *
TRS: = 0 0 0 DTD = O n 33





e Perform CM/SM systems checkout and return stowage.
e Perform stowage management in OWS and in MDA/AM.
o Deactivate OWS and MDA/AM systems.
B. OPERATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
* The specific functions and the times associated with the above tasks
have not yet been identified; mission days 28 and 29 have been reserved








Cos . WORKSHOP DEACTI
PRtITYP- 613 DES = 99 PRO a 100 DIF = 23
NAGXO'b 1 NXOPCMv 1 NXOPCDx 1 EODE a 1-
IBFORiu. PRETI : -O !BFOR2= PRET2 
TMNNRa 28 0 O TMXTR= 29 0 n DTMNRC= 0 0 0
AC~TV'ITY GROUP 1 NAGx 2 DTMXAGM 1 0 0
ACTIVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP i
D¥AT .. a 0 5 15 OTAMRCu 0 0 O DTMNNAl
NaRCM NARCD 1 ICOnE 0
T4SETS 1 ITSETS 0 IATT 0 O
ITES'. 0 .IPIXRS 0 VT 0 O
ASTRONAUT'SET i ACTIVITY I ACTiVITY GROUP
VASRGD=3 NCAN =3
jCAN "1 2 3 * * *
*RS m 0 0 0 DTD - O i5
PO:. O CD O =, SOTCD = 0
A;TIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP 1
DTACT * 0 4 0 DTAMRCw 0 0 0 DTMNNA =
NARCM 1 NARCO a 1 ICOnE 0 O
1ASETSs 2 ItSETS 0 IATT = 0
tES: 3 O_ . IFIXRS8 0 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SEt i ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY GROUP
NASRGCv2 NCAN, :2
ICAN '2 3 * **
TRS: '. 0 0 0 OTD .0 4 0
CPO . CQ D O SoTCD= 0
ASTONAUT SET 2 ACTIVITY 2 ACTiViTY GROUP
VASRQD1i NCAN :i'
ICAN *1 *- * * *
TRSI O 0 30 DTD O 0 3 30














o Up to 1 hour and 30 minutes allocated for each astronaut per day.




- ETAILED EXOP DEFINITION
RE/eDH' PERSONAL HOUSE
PR9ITY". 74 DES = 40 PRO : 100 DIF
NAGXO)0 3 NXOPCM= 25 NXOPCD= 27 OOdE I 1
leBFORi PRETI = -0 iBFOR2= PRET2
TMNTRal 2 0 0 TMXTR= 29 0 n DTMNRCE a
ACT1'iVTY GROUP 1 NAGB 1 DTMXAGs O 7 0
AgTVIytY 1 ACtIVITY GROUP 1
D tCaT a 0 0 30 DTAMRCm 0 0 0 DTMNNAr
NAROM s i NARCD Z 3 ICOrE 0
IspEs? j I TSETS O0 IAT? = O
TRqES,. ° 1IFIXRS = 0 VT = O
ASTRONAUT SET i ACTIVITY 1 ACTIVITY oROUP
yVARODui NCAN =1
ICAN 1 * * * * *
RgS ':0 0 0 DTD = 0 0 30
CPO; 0 CD 1 SOTCDO 1
OTMNCDX 0 0 ODTMXCD= ' 0 11 0
ACTIVItY GROUP.2 NAGc I DTMXAG= O 7
A:TIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 2
DTAT 0 O O 30 DTAMRC. O O.0 j DTi
NARC- i ± NARCD - 3 ICOOE a 0
1TASEIS 1 ITSETS$ 0 IATT = 0
IRE' 0 IF'IXRS8 0 VT a .0
ASTRONAUT SET- ACTIVITY 1 ACTTiVITY
4ASRGODm NCAN :t
[CAN '2 * .* * *
TRS! O O.0TD = " 0..o 30
{PO '0 CD 1 SOTCD 1I








ACTIVITY G9OUP 3 NAG 1 DTMXAG= O 7
ATIVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 3
DOTCT . O 30 DTAMRC O 0 O DTI
NARC`, I NARCO a 3 IcOE O
I4SErfl§ i ITSETS' O IATT · 0
TREV a * O IWIXRSx 0 VT
ASTRONUT'SET I ACTIVIY i ACTiVITY
4gASRGDi NCAN =1
iCAN 13 * * * * *
TRS: ! 0 a 0 OTO . 0 o 30
CPO! m O CD = 1 SOTCD 1I



















* Up to 1 hour and 30 minutes allocated for each astronaut per day.





SHK . SYSTEMS HOUSEKE
PRT3TY* 75 DES : 40 PRO
N4GXO03 3 NXOPCM= 25 NXOPCD = 27
!SFORI= PRET1 = -0 jBFOR2=





ACTlV'iTY GROUP I NAG= I DTMXAG: O 6 0
AtTtVITY i ACTIVITY GROUP 1
ODTsT z 0 0 30 DTAMRCu 0 0 0 DTMNNAU
NARCM = i NARCO : 3 IconE O0
T1ASETST ITSETS = 0 IATT a 0
TIES' O IPIXRS = 0 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET I ACTIVITY 1 ACTiVITY GROUP
JASRQD=i NCAN =i
ICAN p1 * * . * *
TRS = 0 0 0 DTD O n 30
vP3 · 0 CD - 1 SDTCD= i
nT7NCD = 0 1 0 DTMXCD O0 7 0
ACTIVITY GROUP 2 NAG = 1 DTMXAG = 0 6
ACTTVITY I ACTIVITY GROUP 2
OTA CT' 0 030 DTAMRCa 0 . DTI
NARCM = i NARCD . 3 ICOoE = 0
TISETS 1 ITSETS = 0 IaTT = 0
TiES' s=O I FIXRS 0 VT = 0
ASTRONAUT SET ACTIVITY 1 AcTIVI TY
ANSRODDl NCAN =i
iCAN 2 * * * * *
TRS: 0 0 0 ODTD ' n 30
CPO m O D0 I 1 SDTCDx i






ACTIVITY G9OUP.3 NAG; 1 DTMXAGG
A TIVITY 5 ACTIVITY GROVP 3
DTA-T . .0 0 30 DTAMRCU O O
NARCM ? ! NARCD = 3 ICO~!
TASETSZ 1 ITSETS O0 IATT
TES O CIFIXRS O0 VT
ASTRONAUT SET 1 ACTIVITY 1 ACTi'
YASRQDXI NOAN =1
ICAN =3 * * * *
fRS: 0 0 0 DTD = O n
epo: CO D 1 SDTCD=a 














SKYLAB SUMMARY BASELINE PRINT
This appendix presents an ESP summary of the astronaut, local resource, and
attitude profiles for the 29-day Skylab 1/2 mission scheduled in this study.
The computer print that constitutes this appendix is a sample of the off-line
summary print obtained from Route 13 of ESP. Included in the appendix is a
status of the non-replenishable resource supply at the end of the mission.
ASTRONAUT TIMELINES
The astronaut planning baselines list chronologically each of the three
astronauts' activities for the entire mission. The events are designated
by the astronaut utilization code (UC) in the following manner:
UC = 0 Uncommitted time
UC = 1 Astronaut sleeping
UC = 2 Astronaut eating
UC > 10 Astronaut time committed to performing an
activity of an EXOP.
When an astronaut is committed to work on an EXOP, the acronym for that EXOP,
the EXOP Cycle Number (ER), the Activity Group Number (AG), the Activity Number
(A), and the Activity Cycle Number (AR) are printed along with the start time
of the activity. That activity is assumed to continue until the astronaut
utilization code changes. The typical astronaut day was used to initialize the
astronaut baselines for the entire mission length although that typical day
was not followed for the days of launch and recovery. The time is referenced
to the astronaut scheduling day and not ground elapsed time, i.e., 1 DAY 0
HOURS 0 MINUTES SCHEDULING TIME IS LIFTOFF, OR ZERO GROUND ELAPSED TIME. It
should be noted that the astronaut timelines presented in this appendix reflect
the same crew activities schedule illustrated in Figure 1 of the attached report.
B-1
ASTRONAUT PLANNl NG
3- H M LXOP
i 18 30 M-487
1: 23 45
2' 0 0 M17134
2' 1 15 RR/PHK
2' 1 15 RR/PHK
2 115 TO03b
2- 1 l8 RR/PHK
2 1 45 RR/PHK
2 i 45 RR/PHK
2' 1 48 RR/PHK
2; 2 15 RR/PHK
2 2 15 RR/PHK
2: 2 18 RR/PHK
2' 2 45
2 2 48 M4 87
2' 8 0 M17134
2' 9 15 T0038
2' 9 18
2 17 15 M1713 4
,2 1 12 M172
2 18 19 M172
2 18 24 M172
2 18 30 S009
2 18 30 SHK
2 18 30 T003B
2: 18 33 SHK
2 18 53 SHK
2 19 0 SHK
2 19 3 SHK
2 19 23 SHK
2 19 30 SHK
2- 19 33 SHK





I 1 1 1
I I I 1
1 21 1
1 1 1 1
1 3 1 1
1 11 2

























1 2 3 4 5
U [LILATION
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EXOP ER AG A AR
1 1 2 1
2 1 1 1
2 1 1 1
1 2 1 1
2 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
2 2 1 1
2 1 1 2
2 3 I 1
2 2 1 2
2 1 1 3
2 5 1 2
2 2 1 3
1 1 1 1
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1 3 1 10
1 12 1
2 3 1 2
1 2 1 1
2 3 I 3
3 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
3 2 1 1
1 2 1 !
3 3 I 1
3 2 1 2
I 1 1 1
I 1 2 1
3 3 1 2
3 3 1 1
1 1 3 1
I 3 1 1
3 2 1 3
3 1 i 1
3 3 1 3
a,. 1 2 2
1 1 1 1

























































































































































 .  1
3312
3 31 3
 I 3 1
 I 4 1
, 1 5 1
  1 2
,   1
 1 2 1
  i 1
 1i 1
  1 1
3  i 1
3 2 1 2
I I I 2
3 1 5 1
'  i 6 1
3  1 2
3 2 1 2
3 1 1 3
 3 I 1
1 5 I 1
5 3 1 2

















1 2 1 1 0
2 2 1 1
1 2 I I 10
1 5 1 2 10
4 1 1 1 12
4 1 1 1 10
4 2 311
4 1 1 1
4 3 1 1












































































































ASTRONAUT PlA NN I N G
ASTRONAUT PLANNI.NG
H M EXOP
5i 1 45 RR/:IHK
5 1 48
5 2 2 S[90
5 2 15 M131B
5 3 0 M131B
5 3 2 RR/PHK
5' 3 32 RR/PHK
5 3 45 RR/PHK
5 3 45 RR/PHK
5: 4 2
5 4 15 ATM
5 4 15. M171A
5 4 45 M171A
5 5 1
5 5 45 M131B
5. 6 0
5 6 4 DO08
5 6 19
5 6 30 ATM
5 7 45 0008
5: 8 0 M1713 4
5 9 15 T003B
5: 9 18
5 17 15 M!7134
5: 18 12 M172
5' 1B 19 M172
5. 18 24 M272
5- 18 30 SHK
5. 18 30 SHK
5: 1 30 TOO3B




5 29 30 SHK
5 19 30 SHK
5 19 33 SH~
5:20 0 ATM
5 20 3
5 20 34 S190
5: 20 50 0008
5! 22 20






1 I 1 1
2 1 1





i 3 1 1
1 3 1 1 10
0
: 3 1 1 10
2 1 1
1 5 1 3 0
3 1 1 1 10
4 1 ± 2 12
























i 4 1 1
3 2 1 1







































) H M EXOP
5 21 45
5 22 0 M171B




6 0 0 M1I715 4
6 115 RH/PHK
6 1 15 RR/PHK
6 1 15 T003t
6 1 18 Sl90
6 1 45 RH/PHK
6 I 45 RR/PHK
6 2 15 M131A
6 2 15 RR/PHK
6 2 45 M131A
6 2 45 RR/PHK
5 3 15 M131A
5 3 15 RR/PHK
6 3 15 M131A
5 3 45 RR/PHK
5 3 45 RR/PHK
6 4 15 M092
5 4 15 ATM
6 5 31 M092
6 6 47
6 7 16 M093
6 7 31
6 7 56
6 8 0 M17134
5 9 15 T0038
6 9 18
5 17 15 M1713 4
6 18 12 M172
6 18 19 M172
5 18 24 M172
6- 18 30 SHK
6 18 30 SHK
6 18 30 T003B
6 18 33 SHK
6 19 0 SHK
6 19 0 SHK
6 19 3 SHK
6 19 30 SHK
ER AG A AR
1 1 1 1





5 1 1 2
5 2 1 2
21 1 1

















5 1 1 1
5 1 1 1
5 i 1 1




5 1 1 2
5 21 2
5 31 2
5 1 1 3
1 2 -, 4 5















































) H M EXOP
6 19 30 SMK
6 19 33
6 19 50 S190
5 20 0
6 20 43 5149
6 20 50 SK
6 20 58
6 21 15 S190
6 21 20
6 21 30 M092
6 22 15
6 22 46
6 22 52 8190




7 0 0 M17134
7' 1 5 RR/PHK




7' 1 45 RR/PHK
7- 2 15 RR/PHK
7' 2 18 M507
7' 2 18 RR/PHK
7 2 45 ATM
7 2 48 RR/PHK
7 3 18
7 3 36 RR/PHK
7 3 36 M507
7' 4 6
7' 4 15 M171B
7 4 30
7' 4 36 RR/PHK
7 4 45 M171B
7 5 6
7 5 25
7 5 40 ATM
7' 5 40 M171B
7 6 10 M071B
7' 6 50
7' 7 5 M093'
ER AG A AR
521.3
1 4 1 2
1 1 2 1
5 3 1 3
1 2 1 2.2±2











6 1 i 1
6 1 1 1
6 2 1 1
6 1 1 1
1. 1 1 1
6 1 .1 2
6 2 1 2
6 1 1 3
1 1 2 1
6 3 I' 1
1 6 1 5
6 3 1 2
6 2 1 3
1 1 3 1
$ 2 1 1
6 3 1 3
1 2 2 1
$ 6 1 6
1 3 i

















































































































6 1 1 2 12 12 iz
6 2 1 1 11 
i
6 12 1
6 1 1 1
6 11 1







6 3 1 2
6113
6 21 3




























































ER AG A AR
3 3 1 1
-1 1 3
7 2 1 2
7 3 1 2
1 2 1 1
7 3 1 3
2' I 1
1 2 1 1
7 2 1 3









7 I 1 2 12 12
721 . 1 1
7121 1 2 1
7 1 1 1
7 1 1 1
7 1 1 1
7 1- 1 1
7 2 1 1
7 I 1 2
7 3 1 1
7 1 i 2
t 2 1 2
7 3 1 2
7 1 I 3
7 2 1 3
1 2 1 6
1 5 1 5
7 3 I 3
1 3 1 4
1 3 I 11 3 1
8 1 1 
8 1 1 1
B 2 1 1
8 3 1 1










































































































































































































































3 1 1 1
1 3 1 2
3 1 i 1 10 10
3 2 1 1 10 10
3 1 1 1 o1 0 1
0
a 1 1 2 12 12

























8 3 1 3














3 3 1 1 -- 10
0
3 2 1 1 10
0
9 1 1 -12


































































































































2 1 3 1 10
9 3 i 2
0
9 3 1 3
1 2 1 2 13
9 2 1 2
9 2 1 3
3 3 1 1 10
0
9 1 1 2 12
























































































































































2 1 1 1
1 1 2 2
2 1 1 1
1 2 1 3
1 1 2 3
10 3 1 2
10 3 1 3



















M1713 4 0 1  1 2 12 12 i2
TO03b 10U 2 1 1 1 1 lii
M1713 4 10 1 2 1 12 12 1Z





































































































































































































4 1 1 10 10
4 2 1 1 10 10
0 0
4 1 1 10 10
0
M1713 4 11 1 1 2









































































12' 19 30 SHK
12 19 33 SHK
12 20 0 ATM
12 20 3
12 21 30 M092
12' 22 46
12 23 0
12 23 15 M093
12 23 30
12 23 55
13 0 0 M17134
13 1 15 RR/PHK
13 1 15 RR/PHK
13 1 15 TO03B
13 1 18
13 1 23 58190
13 1 45 RR/PHK
13 1 45 RR/PHK
13 2 15 RR/PHK
13 2 15 RR/PHK
13 2 23 RR/PHK,
13 2 45 ATM
13 2 53
13 2 59 S90
13 3 59
13I 4 15 M171A
13 4 45 M171A
13 4 45 ATM
13 5 15
13 5 45 RN/PHK
13 6 15
13 6 25 M093
13' 6 40
13 7 5 RR/PHK
13' 7 35
13 7 45
13 8 0 M1713 4
13 9 15 T0038
13 9 18
13 17 15 1M171;4
13 18 12 M±72
13 18 19 Mi72
13 18 24 M172









4 3 1 1 10
0
4 2 1 1 10
0
12 1 1 1
12 1 1 1
12 2 1i 1
12 1 i 1
12 2 1 2
12 1 3
12 2 1 3





















4 3 1 1





1 2 - 4 5
















12 1 I 2 12 12

























as'RONAUJTr PLa NN'1 NG
ASTRONAUT PLANNING
3 H M EXOP
13 18 30 SMK
13 18 30 T003B
13' 18 33 SHK
13 19 0 SHK
13 19 0 SHK
13 19 3 SHK
13 19 30 SHK
13. 19 30 SHK
13 19 33 SHK
13 20 0
13' 20 3 ATM
13 20 3 ATM
13 21 30 M171B
13 22 0 M1718
13'22 40
13 22 55
14 0 0 M17134
14 1 15 T020
14 1 15 TO03A
14 1 24 T020
14 1 33 RR/PHK
14 2 3 RR/PHK
14 2 33 RR/PHK
14 3 3
14- 3 15 RR/PHK
14' 3 45 RR/PHK
14 3 45 RR/PHK
14 4 15 RR/PHK
14 4 15 M171B
14 4 45 M171B
14 5 25 RR/PHK
14 5 40 RR/PHK
14 5 40 M171B
14' 5 55
14 6 10 M171B
14 6 50
14. 7 5
14 8 0 M17134
14 9 15 T003A
14 9 33
14 17 15 M17134
14 18 12 M%72
14 18 19 M172





















12 2 1 1
1 2 1 5
2 1 1 1

































2 3 I 1
13 1 I 2




















































D H M EXOP
14 18 30 SHK
14 18 30 SHK
14 18 30 T003A
14 18 48 SHK
14 19 0 SHK
14 19 0 SHK
14 19 18 SHK
14 19 30 SHK
14 19 30 SHK
14 19 48 SK
14 20 0
14 20 18 ATM
14 21 30 Mi71C




15 0 0 Ml7134
15 1 15 RR/PHK
153 1 5 RR/PHK
15 1 15 T0038
15. 18 RR/PHK
15 1 45 RR/PHK
15 1 45 RR/PHK
15 i 48 RR/PHK
15 2 15 RR/PHK
15 2 15 RR/PHK
15 2 18 RR/PHK
15 2 45
15' 2 48 ATM
15 4 15 M092
15 5 31 M092
15 6 47
15. 6 48
15' 7 16 M093
15' 7 31
15 7 56
15 8 0 M1713 4

















































5 1 1 1 10
0
14 1 ± 2 12
14 2 1 1 1
15' 9 18
15 17 15 M17134 14 1
15- 18 12 M172 14 1
15:18 19 M172 14 1

















































































































































5 3 1 1 10
0



















M131B 2 2 1
M1318 Z 3 1
RR/PHK 15 2 1
M131B 2 3 1
M171C 2 2 1
M171C 2 2 1
M093 5 3 1











15 1 1 2
15 2 1 1






















































































































































2 3 1 1

































































16 2 1 1 10
0
16 1 I 2 12 12







































































































































L7 1 1 1
L7 1 i 1
L7 2 i 1
L7 1 i 1
L7 3 1 1
L7 1 1 2
L7 2 1 2
L7 3 1 2
L7 1 1 3
L7 2 1 3
L7 3 1 3
1 3 1 7
6 1 1 1
6 1 1 1
M1713 4 17 1 1 2

















































































3 H M EXOP
18 19 30 SHK
18 19 30 SHK
18 19 33 SHK
18 20 0 ATM
18 20 3
18 21 30 M092
18 22 46
18 23 0
18 23 15 M09 3
18 23 30
18 23 55
19 0 0 M1713 4
19 1 15 RR/PHK
19 i 15 RR/PHK
19- 1:5 T0036
19 - 1 8 RR/PHK
19 1 45 RR/PHK
19 1 45 RR/PHK
19 2. 48 RR/PHK
19' 2 15 RR/PHK
19 2 15 RR/PHK
19: 2 i8 RR/PHK
19 2. 45
19 2 48 ATM
19' 4 15 M;71A
19: 4 45 Ml71A
19 5 15
19 5 45
19' 5 55 M093
19f 6 10 ATM
19' 6 35
19 7 40
19 8 0 M17134
19 9 15 T003B
19 9 18
19 17 15 M17134
19: 18 12 M172
19 18 19 M172
19 8 24 M172
918 30 S.K
19 18 30 SHK
19 ±8 30 T003B
19 18 33 SHK
19 19 0 SHK
ER AG A AR
17 1 1 3
17 2 1 3
1 '3 ± 13
4 1 6





6 3 1 10
0






















































6 3 1 1 10





18 1 1 2 12 12





































D H M EXOP
19 19 0 SHK
19 19 3 SHK
19 19 30 SHK
19 19 30 SHK
19 19 33
19' 19 44 S020
19 20 0 ATM
19 20 19 S020
19 20 55 SHK
19 21 25
1921 30 M171A
19 21 31 5020




19 23 4 S020
19 23 40 $020
20 0 0 M17134
20 1 15 RR/PHK
20 1 15 RR/PHK
20- 1 15 T0038
20 1 18 RR/PHK
20 1 45 RR/PHK
20 1 45 RR/PHK
20 1 48 RR/PHK
20 2 15 RR/PHK;
20 2 15 RR/PHK
20 2 18 RR/PHK
20 2 45 ATM
20 2 48 S020
20 3 2
20 3 44 S020
20 3 55 S020
20 4 6 S020
20 4 15 M171A
20 4 30
20 4 45 M171A
20 4 51
20 5 15 ATM
20 5 45
20 7 15
20 8 0 M17134



















3 2 1 1
2 1 2 2
3 2 I i










2 1 2 3
2 1 3 1
19 I 1 1
19 i 1 1
19 2 1 1
19 1 1 1
19 3 1 1
19 1 1 2
19 2 1 2
19 3 1 2
19 I 1 5
19 2 1 3
19 3 1 3
1 6 1 7



























3 3 1 1 10 .
0
1, 2 1 7 10O 10
19 1 1 2









0D H M EXOP
20- 9 le
20 17 15 M17134
20 18 12 M172
20 18 19 M172:
20 18 24 M172
20 i8 30 SHK
20 18 30 TO03B
20 18 33 TO20
20 1t 43 TO20
20 19 0 SHK
20 19 8 SMK
20 19 30 SHK
20 19 36 SHK
20: 19 38 SHK
20 20 0
20 20 8 SHK
20, 20 8 SHK
20 20 38 SHK
20 21- 8 ATM
20 21 30 M171B
20 22 0 MI71B
20 22 40
20 22 55
21: 0 0 M17134
21: 1 .15 RR/PHK
21: 1 15- RR/PHK
21: 1 15 T003B
21 1 18 RR/PHK
21: 1 45 RR/PHK
21: 1 45 RR/PHK
21: 1 48 RR/PHK
21: 2 15 RR/PHK
21' 2 15 RR/PHK
21: 2 18 S019
21: 2 45 ATM
21: 2 48 RR/PHK
21: 3 18
21: 3 57 S019
21. 4 15 M092
21: 4 27
21' 5 27 S019
21: 5 31 M092:
21: 5 57
21: 6 47





















































2 1 2 1
7 1 1 1
2. 1 2 2
72 11









































3 H M EXOP ER AG A AR
21. 7 4 S19 2 1 2 3




21' 8 O M&7134 20 i i 2
21 9 15 T0035 20 2 1 1
21 9 16
21i17 5S M17734 20 1 2 1
21:1B 12 M7" 20 i 1 1
2118 19 -M172 20 1 1 1
21 18 24 M172 20 i 1 1
21:18 30 SHK 20 1 i 1
21 18 30 SHK 20 2 1 1
21i18 30 TO03B 20 1 1 2
21:18 33 SHK 19 3 i 1
21 19 0 SHK 20 1 1 2
21 19 0 SHK 20 2 1 2
21 19 3 SHK 19 3 1 2
21 19 30 SHK 20- 1 1 3
21'19 30 SHK 20 2 1 3
21 19 30 S019 2 1 2 4
21' 20 0 ATM 1 4 1 8
21:20 0 S$K 19 3 1 3
21:20 30
21 21 0 5019 2 1 2 5
21:21 30 M092 7 3 I 1
21 22 46
21:23 0
21 23 15 M093 7 2 1 1
21 23 30
21 23 55
22: 0 0 M17134 21 1 I 1
22: 1'15 RR/PHK 21 1 1 1
22: 1 15 RR/PHK 21. 2 1 1
22 115 T003B 21 1 . 1
22' 1. 18
22' 1 42 S019 2 1 2 6
22: 1 45 RR/PHK 21 1 1 2
22' 1 45 RA/PHK 21 2 1 2
22 2 12 RR/PHK 21 .3 1 1
22' 2 15 M131A 4 1 1 1
22' 2 42 RR/PHK '21 3 1 2
22: 2 45, M131A 4 2 I 1














































































































































21 1 i 2

























































































































































ER AG A AR
22 1 1 1
22 2 1 1
22 1 1 1
22' 3 I 1
22 i 1 2
22 2 1 2
22' 3 1 2
























































































0~ H M 9XOP
24, 1 15 RR/PHK
24- 1 15 T003A
24, 1 33 M508
24 1 45 RR/PHK
24, 2 15 R/PHK
24- 2 45 ATM
24t 4 30
24 5. 53 M131A
24, 5 53 RA/PHK
24, 6 23 MI31A
24- 6 23 RR/PHK
24 6 53 M;31A
24, 6 53 R§/PHK,
24, 6 53 M131A
24 7 23 RR/PHK.
24- 7 23 RR/PHK
24 7 53
24- 8 0 M$713 4
24, 9 15 TQ03A
24, 9 33
24 17 15 M17134
24 18i 2 M172
24 tB1 19 M[72
24 18 24 M172
24 18 30 -SK
24 18 30 TOO3A
24 18 48 M508
24 19 0 SHK
24 19 30 SHK
24, 2 0 ATM
24 23: 8 S$K
24, 23 8 8K
24- 23 38
25' 0 0 M17134
25' 1.15 D021
25: 6 45 RR/PHK
25: 6 45 RR/PHK
25 6 45 RR/PHK
25: 7 15 RR/PHK
25 7 15 RR/PHK
25: 7 15 RR/PHK
25 7 45


























































































































































26 10 1 2


































































M131A 6 I 1
Rn/PHKi 25 3 1
MO31A 6 2 1
RR/PHK, 25 3 1
M[31A 6, 3 1
RR/PHK 25. 2 1
M3itA 6 3 1
RR/PHK 25 ;2 1
RR/PHK 2 3 1



































1 2 . 4 5













































































































































RR/PHK 26 2 1 3
RR/PHK 26 3 1 3












































































27 , 1 1 .10


















Di H M EXOP
28: 1 15 RR/PHK
'28 1 45 RR/PHK
28 1 45 RR/PHK
28 1 45 RR/PHK
28 2 15 RR/PHK
28 2 15 RR/PHK
28 2 15 RR/PHK




28 18 30 SHK
28 18 '30 SK
28- 1 30 SHK
28 19 0 SHK
28 19 0 SYK
28 19 8 $009
28 19 30 G1K
28 19 30 BHK
28 20 0 SHK




















26 2 1 1
26 3 1 1
20 2 1 2
26 3 1 2
i 1 1- 1
26 1 1 2
26 2 1 3
26 3 1 3
26 1 1 
1 21






























Ten items were identified as Skylab replenishable resources and equipment
which presented potential scheduling conflicts if required by more than one
EXOP simultaneously. Each local resource was characterized as a queue of
available units. When an activity required a certain amount of the resource,
that amount was taken from the queue over the interval.of the activity. At
the end of the activity the amount was returned to the queue for reuse. Many
activities could be scheduled over an interval as long as there were enough
units remaining in the queue to satisfy the activity's request. The ten resources
identified, and the initial number of units in the queue, are as follows:
Resource Initial
Number Type Amount
1. Constant electric power available from 1000 watts
all sources
2. Ergometer 1
3. Hasselblad camera 2
4. ATM equipment 1
5. VKG vest and Vectorcardiogram equipment 1
6. Movie camera 2
7. Analog telemetry channels 50
8. Digital telemetry channels 50
9. Razor 1
10. Multispectral camera 1
The initial number of units available may not be the number of units currently
assigned for Skylab. However, the resulting profiles provide an indicator
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Gn u 
tn in 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
ATTITUDE TIMELINE
The spacecraft attitude mode is designated by the MODE CODE as follows:
0 - solar inertial which can be changed to the X-POP/Z-LV
attitude if an EXOP requires the latter attitude.
1 - solar inertial attitude required by an EXOP which cannot
be changed to another attitude.
2 - X-POP/Z-LV attitude.
It should be noted that the X-POP/Z-LV attitude was put on the timelines
only over the interval of the activity requiring that attitude. No attempt
was made to allow for maneuvering times when scheduling this attitude.






















































































































































































Two resources were identified from the Skylab non-replenishable supplies
as Fixed Resources. A fixed resource is one that is not resupplied during
a particular mission. The resources identified and the initial number of








The initial number of units available for the ESP scheduler may not reflect
the current allotment for Skylab. However, the amounts after scheduling shown

















SKYLAB ACTIVITY SCHEDULING HISTORIES
This appendix contains an activity scheduling history for each EXOP
in the Skylab crew activities schedule developed in the attached report.
The activity scheduling history includes the EXOP Cycle Number (ER), the
Activity Group Number (AG), the Activity Number (A), and the Activity Cycle
Number (AR) as well as the activity start and end times. The EXOP's are pre-
sented in the order they were selected for scheduling. This summary was obtained
by executing the proper option in Route 13 of ESP.
C-1
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILM]E







































3 21 306 4 i5
6 5
6 21 30




2 5 3 tiB 5 1
























































































































































1. t2 13' 2























































2 1I i 1
2 1 1
3. I II i 1
_ 1 I































































































































ER AG A AR
5 i 1 1
5 2 1 1
5 3 1 1
6 1 1 1
6 2 1 1
6 3 1 1
7 1 1 1
7 2 1 1





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































' 3 11 1 13' 2 1
2 3 i














































































































































































































.1 1 5i i 1 1 6
2 1 1
Z 1 a2 i 2

























































55 3 22 31
10 4 4 -46
41 6 17
14 - 4 7 35
35 . 7 49
49 4 8 0
48 4 lB 59
59 i 19 44
44 1 20 19
19 i~ 20 55
31 22 7
4 z1 23 40
40 0 1
48 eu 3 2
44 U 3 55
55 4U 4. 6
6 . u' ' 4 51
aq AG A AR
i- i I 1
i i 2 i
i i 3 1
2 1 1 1
2 i 2 1
2' 1 3 1
STAR'
D H








































































































































































































11' 1 1 1 2






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































11 1 15,1 1 45































































































































































































9R AG A AR START END
D H M D H M
14 1 1 2 i5 . 45 15 2 15
14 3 I 2 i5 1 48 15 2 18
14 2 1 3 i5 2 15 15 2 45
14 i 1 3 i5 2 15 15 2 45
14 3 i 3 i5 2 18 15 2 48
s5 2 1 1 ±6 1 i5 16 1 45
'15' 1 1 1 b £ 1 5 ±6 1 45
i5 3 3 1 i6 1 1s8 16 1 48
[a 1 z 2 j6 1 45 16 2 15
15 1 1 2 j6 1 45 16 2 15
5 3 1 2 16 . 48 i6 2 18
15 3 I 3 16 2 18 16 2 48
[~ i2 3 j6 3 45 16 4 15
is 1 1 3 16 6 30 16 7 0
6 i i 1£ 17 i 1s 17 1 45
j6 1 1 2 j7 1 45 17 2 15
ie i 1 2 17 1 45 17 2 
&6 1 1 .3 17 2 i5 17 2 45
'16 3 I 1 i7 5 38 17 6 8
j6 3 1 2 j7 6 8 17 6 38
16 3 i 3 1j7 6 38 17 7 8
16 2 1 1 j7 7 8 17 7 38
17' 2 i 1 i8 lt 5 18 1 45
-7 i 1 1 f8 15 ±8 1 45
i7 3 1 1 1 1 i8 18 1 48
[7' 2 1 2 18 i 45 18 2 15
i7 1. i 2 i8 1 45 18 2 15
17 3 1 2 li8 t 48 18 2 18
17 2 1 3 i8 2 15 18 2 451' i 1 3 is 2 15 18 2 45
i7 1 3 f8 2 1 18 2 48
8 2 1 1 1 i j5 19 1 45
isB 1 1 19 -i t5 19 1 45
is 3 .1 I 19 1 t8 19 1 48
18 2 1 2 19 t 45 19 2 is
is 1 1 2 19 i 45 19 2 15
18 3 1 2 -g - 48 19 2 18
la 2 1 3 i9 2 i5 19 2 45
B8 i 3 19 2 i5 l9 2 45
3 1 3 19 2 18 19 2 48
[9 2 i 1 20 i i5 20 1 45
9 i 1 I 20 1 i5 20 1 45
ig 3 1 1 20 1 i8 20 1 48
1i 2 1 2 20 1 45 20 2 15
19 2 1 2 20 1 45 20 2" 15
9 1 1 2 20 1 45 20 2 15
C-17
RR/PWK
AG A AR START END
D H M 0 H M
$ i 3 1 2 20 1 48 20 2 1O
0'e 2 i 3 20 2 ;5 20 2 45
10g1 1 3 o20 2 is 20 2 45
[g 3' 3 20 2 i8 20 2 48
20 2 i 1 21 i1 is 21 1 45
2Q. ± 1 1 21 15 21 1 45
aao 2, 1 21 1 i8 21 1 48
-2 1 2 21 45 21 2 ±5
2a i- ± 2 21. 1 45 21 2 15
~t'a 2 21 . 48 21 2 ?
aa 2 1 3 21 2 i5 21 2 45
i a 3 21 2 15 21 2 43
A2 1 93 2 2 48 21 3 1s
1 2 ~1. 1 2- i 15 22 1 45
t1 1 1 1 22 i i5 22 1 45
2 1 2 22 1 45 22 2 .5
35: 1. 1 2 22 1 45 22 -2 1
21 3 1 22 2 j2 22 2 42
za 3 1 2 22 2 42 22 3 ±2
2~ 1'- 3 22 3 45 22 4 1 
B1 ± 1 Z3 22 3 5 22 4 1S
321- 1. 3 22 4 45 22 5 42
2 -2 1 1 23 1 15 23 1 43
g2 3'1 1 23 1 1 35 23 1 45
2. 1 j3 j 1 8 23 1 43
2 £ 2 23 ± 45 - 3 2 OS
"e 2 i 2 23 45 23 2 5
l 1 2 3 t 45 23 2 15
a3 ± 2 23 1 48 23 2 j8
' 3 1 3 s23 2 i8 23 2 438
2? a. 3 23 3 45 23 4 1j3
83' 1 i. 3 23 6 23 6 30
23 1 1 1. 24 i j5 24 1 45j3 i i 2 24 1 .45 24 2 1
3 1 , :3 24 2 19 24 2 45
21' 3 1- 1 24 5 53 24 6 23
i3 1 2 4 6 3 24 6 53
.2 1 1 4 6 9 34 7 23
23 3 1 3 24 7 23 24 7 53
3' 2 1 2 34 7 23 7 53
~a4- 3 X 1 2s 6 45 2G 7 i5
S2 1t i 1 .! 6 45 a9 7 19
24 2, 1 1 r5 6 45 29 7 15
0 3 i 2 25 72 7 45
24 2 2 29 7 a5 23 7 45
34 1 1- -2 gA 7 15 25 7 49
' I 1 1 26 1 ad I O
























































































































































































































































2 - 19 3
2 19 23
2 19 30



















































3 2 1 1 4 18 30
3: 1 i . ,8 30
3 2 1 2 1 i9 0-
3 i a. 2 -4 .9 0
3: 2 1 3 19 30
3: 1 1 3 4 19 :30
3- 3 1 4 19 44
3: 3 2 1 20 1 4
3 3 1 3 4 20 44
4. 2 1 1 5 18 _ 30
4 1 1 3 ;1 33
4, a 2 1. 2 19 0
4. 1 1 2 i 0
4- .1 2 , ,9 3
4 2 1 .3 1i 9 -30
4- . 3 .19 30
4 3 1 3 .5 9 33
S. 2 1 1 18 -3o
B~ % &I 1 1 & -a 30
9 :2. . .2. -e 19 0
S t i. 2. i g a 
. 2 . 3 - 1 ;30
5' 1 -a 3 6 19 30
P :3 .: 3 6 30 '-90
6 :2 .i: 1: 7 .ie 30
6 %' ,%: I. -is % ,30
6; 3 .: 1i t 18 33
t a :2 2. : 19 0
* 1 1- 2 t 49 0
.- 2 a 2 t i,~ o6 3 1 19 3S: '2. 1 3 7 1s 30
6, I 1 3 7 19 30
, ,'3 I, 3 7 .19 ,33
7 2 I 1 4 8 o30










: 19 -3 
19 30
19 33



















AG A AR END
O H M
SHK
ER AG A AR STAR? ND
V H M u H M
7 1 1 1 . 18 30 u 19 0
7 3 1 1 18 33 ~ 19 37 2 1 2 19 0 ± I9 30
7 1 1 2 8 19 0 1 9 30
7 3 1 2 a i9 3 0 19 33
7 2 1 3 8 19 30 20O 07 ± 1 3 a 19 30 20 0
7 3 3 8 20 48 2 18
8 2 1 1 9 18 30 v 19 0
8 2 1 2 9 19 0 v 1V 30
8 3 1 1 9 19 20 19 50
8 1 1 9 19 20 v 1' 50
8 2 1 3 9 i9 30 ' u0 0
8 3 . 2 9 19 50 9 ,o, 20
8 1 ' 2 9 19 50 0 Z 20
8 3 1 3 9 20 20 i kO 50
8 1 1 3 9 20 20 20o 50
9 1 1 1 10 18 30 0
9 1 1 2 10 19 0 u 9 30
9 1 1 3 o10 19 30 u o
9 1 10 22 53 iu 23 23
9 2 1 1 10 22 53 ?i 23 23
9 3 1 2 10 23 23 10 23 53
9 2 1 2 10 23 23 iu 23 53
10 2 1 1 11 18 30 .i 19 0
10 1 .1 I 11 18 30 I 19 0
10 2 . 2 11 i9 0 ~ 19 30
10 2 1 2 11 19 0 1 19 30
10 1 1 2 11 19 0 1 13V 30
10 3 1 1 1 19 12 1I 19 421 0 2 1 3 11 19 30 - 20 0
o0 1 1 3 11 19 30 % ½ 2o 0
10 3 1 2 11 19 42 pl 20 12
10 3 1 3 11 20 42 1i 2 1 2
11 2 1 1 12 18 30 i2 19 011. 1 1 1 12 I8 3 0 19 0
11 3 1 1 12 18 33 1s 19 3
11 2 1 2 12 19 0 i 19 30
1t I 1 a 12 19 0 1 19 30
It 3 a 2 12 19 3 1± 19 33
11 2 1 3 12 19 30 i2 20 0
1± i t 3 12 19 30 4 20 0
111 3 1 3 12 19 33 e 20 3
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